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Preface

During my graduate period, as student at the Technical University Eindhoven (TUE), I have
been working at the Digital Receivers group of the Philips Advanced Systems & Applications
Laboratory (ASA-Lab.) in Eindhoven. The graduate period is the last part of my study at the
department of Electrical Engineering of the TUE. This assignment is supervised by the
research chair Design Technology of the Electrical Engineering group Information- and
Communication Systems (ICS).

The assignment is carried out within the e-4TV1 platform project of the Digital Receiver group.
The e-4TV project delivers a global platform for digital TV receivers. The platform covers
software, hardware, mechanics and industrial processes. The digital TV receiver is an
embedded system in the form of a settop box.

My assignment was the design, implementation and test of a dynamic memory allocator for
the e-4TV software environment. The memory allocator is designed as an extension on the
real time multi-threaded operating system pSOS.

For me the graduate period was very educational. I want to thank Fons de Lange (ASA-Lab.)
for his enthusiastic way of supporting me on a day-to-day basis. I also want to thank Geert
Janssen (TUE) for his support.

1 e-4TV is the new name for G+4
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Summary

This report proposes a dynamic memory management method for the e-4TV software stack.
e-4TV is a project within the Philips Advanced Systems and Application Laboratory (ASA-Lab.)
that delivers a global platform for digital TV receivers. An e-4TV digital receiver is an
embedded system in the form of a settop box and is based on a MIPS processor core.
The (layered) software stack is based on the real-time kernel pSOS and is developed using
the Object Modelling Technique (OMT) and is mainly implemented in C++.

The currently used dynamic memory management method for e-4TV entails a number of
drawbacks due to the fact that a lot of the pSOS memory allocation functionality is used. One
of these drawbacks is memory loss due to coarse rounding of the requests. Other
disadvantages are the complex API (Application Programming Interface) that is being applied
and the memory overhead due to memory management. Also memory budgeting is required
for the currently used memory management method which means that the memory usage of
the e-4TV environment must be known in advance. The determination of these budgets is a
laborious and error prone activity.

The new dynamic memory management method, described in this report, must entail low
internal- and external fragmentation figures, little memory overhead due to data structures
used for memory management and must have real-time predictable performance. Also less
detailed budgeting is desired and a complex API must be avoided. The memory allocator must
support multiple memory allocator instances managing different address spaces because it is
desirable that (unpredictable) software modules, in memory, are separated from other
modules. Another requirement is the possibility of detailed monitoring of memory usage.

A literature study is performed to see if an existing dynamic memory management method can
be applied for e-4TV. Four more or less general strategies are encountered namely sequential
fits, segregated freelists, buddy systems and a handle based method using compaction. All
these strategies have there specific drawbacks. Because of these drawbacks a dynamic
memory allocator is made that is geared to the allocation characteristics of the e-4TV software
environment.

This report only deals with conventional dynamic memory management methods. A
conventional allocator cannot compact memory and once it has decided which block of
memory to allocate, it cannot change that decision and the regarding block of memory must
be regarded as inviolable until the program that requested the block chooses to free it. For the
case of a conventional allocator it has been proven that for any possible allocation algorithm,
there will always be the possibility that some application program will allocate and deallocate
blocks in some fashion that defeats the allocator's strategy, and forces it into severe
fragmentation. Therefore the dynamic allocation behaviour of the e-4TV stack is, to a certain
extent, taken into consideration when designing the new allocator. The first preliminary
conclusion that can be drawn is that the memory allocator must be tuned for relatively small
request and for a ramp- and peak like allocation behaviour.

There are, in general, two ways to solve the problem of external fragmentation: use memory
compaction or simply do not use more than one block size in a memory area. Because the
first method can not guarantee predictable performance and introduces a level of indirection
the second method is applied. Holes that originate in a specific area can be reused for blocks
of the same size preventing the area's from drowning in external fragmentation. These areas
are build from equally sized reusable containers. Internal fragmentation, due to rounding, is
reduced by introducing a tuneable range of values that are used to round to. This way the
allocator can be tuned for a specific memory request trace or, when the memory trace is not
known, a more or less linear range of values can be used. With a smaller intrablock
difference, a better fit to the requested block size can be made, yielding lower internal
fragmentation. For the e-4TV environment a lot of small values are requested for, therefore a
large number of small values are specified to round to. If a certain, relative large, block is
frequently used, it can also be made a value to round to so that requests of that size are not
rounded. Due to this strategy the internal fragmentation is reduced by an average of 70%
compared to the currently used memory allocator.
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A dynamic allocator also must be very economic with regard to memory needed for
administration. The allocator described here introduces very little memory overhead. The
memory overhead per container is negligible (0.3%). Another source of memory overhead is
freelists. For e-4TV there is no overhead as a result of freelists because they are implemented
as linked lists with the nodes stored in the free dynamic memory space. The static overhead
due to management data is reduced with 85% with regard to the currently used memory
allocation method.
In many al/ocators a suitable block is found by searching the freelist. As the number of free
blocks grows, the time to search the list may become unacceptably large. Because, in the
case of the new allocator, the blocks within a container are of equal size there is no need to
order or search the freelist, therefore making an allocation a time constant operation (0(1)).
Freeing is also a time constant operation because the identity of a returned address is
determined by means of an (simple) address calculation instead of a possible search.
Therefore the new allocator is about twice as fast concerning allocation and the deallocation
process is about 7.5 times faster.

It is up to the user of the memory allocator to decide which information must be monitored.
Therefore a generic framework is set up to support monitoring. The information passed with a
request is stored in a data structure. The memory allocator does not need a complex API, only
the size of the request is sufficient. Nevertheless the currently used API's are also supported
for backwards compatibility.

Phi lips ASA-Lab. 11/27/98
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1. Introduction

This report proposes a dynamic memory allocation method for the e-4TV software stack. The
software stack is based on the real-time kernel pSOS and is developed using the Object
Modelling Technique (OMT) and is mainly implemented in C++.

The currently used dynamic memory allocator for e-4TV entails a number of drawbacks due to
the fact that a lot of the pSOS memory allocation functionality is used. One of the problems is
the waste of memory due to internal fragmentation (see section 3.1) because pSOS only
allows allocation of blocks with sizes that are a power of 2. Actually pSOS also supports a
linear heap for allocation purposes but to avoid severe external fragmentation this heap may
only be accessed in LIFO order. Another drawback of the pSOS allocation scheme is the fact
that the worst case number of requests of every size must be known in advance. For every
size, that is a power of 2, a pool is created and statically laid down in memory yielding bad
dynamic memory utilisation because empty space within pools can not be used for other
sizes. To determine the necessary worst case number of used blocks for every size, detailed
memory bUdgeting is necessary. This detailed budgeting approach used within e-4TV
appeared to be, more or less, impractical because every software developer is forced to make
functions that determine the memory usage of each module. If someone makes a budgeting
mistake some pool may overflow, resulting in a total crash of the settop box. Another
drawback of detailed budgeting comes to the fore when new functionality of the settop box is
applied where unfamiliar programs are downloaded form a provider. In this case budgeting is
out of the question because at startup (where the pools are created) it is unknown which
program will be downloaded and executed.

The new dynamic memory allocator, described in this report, must entail low external- and
internal fragmentation figures, little memory overhead due to data structures used for memory
management and real-time predictable performance. As will be shown a trade off must be
made between these classic issues. Also less detailed budgeting and a more simplified API is
desired. More requirements concerning the proposed allocator are discussed in detail in
section 4.

Throughout this report it is assumed that when a block of memory is in use by a program its
contents can not be relocated by means of compaction (as is done, for instance, in copying
garbage collectors [BAK95]). The areas where the data is stored are contiguous and non
overlapping ranges of real memory. Only complete blocks are allocated and freed and the
memory allocator is not aware of the type or value of the memory requests, it only knows the
size of the blocks. Within this report a dynamic memory manager is also referred to as
allocator.

A literature study is performed to see if an existing dynamic memory management method can
be applied for e-4TV. The selection criteria that are applied on the encountered methods are
derived from the requirements for the new allocator.
Four more or less common dynamic allocation strategies are considered. The several
strategies are briefly outlined in appendix 1.
The most straightforward strategy is the sequential fit [GEU94, KNU97]. There are several
implementations of this strategy namely first-, next-, best- and worst fit. Because blocks are
not rounded to a predefined value no memory loss due to rounding. also called "internal
fragmentation", is introduced. Another advantage of this method is its simplicity. However,
blocks of the same size are mixed up and therefore unacceptable severe fragmentation can
occur. Another disadvantage is the fact that the accompanying freelist is searched to find a
suitable block and this is, to a certain extent, a time consuming operation.
The next strategy is the "segregated freelists" [WIL95]. Two implementations are known
namely quick- and fast fit. This strategy also suffers from external fragmentation and because
not all sizes can be supported, rounding loss is introduced as well. However this method is
very fast because no freelists have to be searched. The idea of having several freelists is
applied for the allocator described in this report.
Another very frequently used strategy is the buddy system lBR080, CHA90, HIR73, KNOB5,
KNU97, PETn, SHE74]. For this strategy there are also several implementations namely the
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binary-, Fibonacci-, weighted- and double buddy system. The advantages of the binary buddy
system are fast coalescing of buddy's and simple administration. The main drawbacks of this
method is the poor utilisation of memory because the rounding is very coarse, introducing a lot
of intemal fragmentation. The binary buddy system suffers from external fragmentation as
well. Also a header per block is necessary for management purposes.
The Fibonacci buddy system more or less has the same drawbacks as the binary system.
However internal fragmentation is reduced because the values of the Fibonacci series do not
grow as fast as values that are a power of two. An additional disadvantage is the fact that
calculation of a buddy is more expensive. Another possible disadvantage of Fibonacci buddies
is that when a block is split to satisfy a request for a particular size, the remaining block is of a
different size, which is less likely to be useful if the program allocates many objects of the
same size.
The weighted and double buddy systems have the same drawbacks as the binary buddy
system but too have the advantage of having a smaller intrablock difference.
A totally different dynamic memory management approach is the compacting handle based
strategy [BAK95 ,BET91]. There is no question of internal fragmentation because blocks are
not rounded. Emerging external fragmentation is solved during runtime by means of
compaction. However, because of this compaction, no real-time predictable performance can
be guaranteed. Also a level of indirection is introduced meaning that all existing software must
be adapted. Due to this indirection memory overhead is introduced as well.

Because of these drawbacks a dynamic memory allocator is made that is geared to the
allocation characteristics of the e-4TV software environment yielding very low memory
overhead, no growing external fragmentation and low internal fragmentation. Both allocation
and deallocation algorithms are of time complexity 0(1) because no searching/sorting is
performed. Also detailed budgeting is not necessary anymore. The memory allocator is tuned
for software stacks where large numbers of small blocks are (de-)allocated ( C++
environments, in general, have this characteristic) in a more or less ramp and peak like
allocation manner.

This report is divided into seven chapters. Chapter 2 briefly describes the context of the
dynamic memory allocator Le. the software and hardware environment of the e-4TV settop
box. Chapter 3 gives a short overview of dynamic allocation concepts. Subsequently the
requirements and problem definition for the dynamic memory allocator are presented in
chapter 4. Chapter 5 describes the design of the new allocator for 3-4TV. First the memory
behaviour of the settop box is analysed. Next, successively the design decisions and
mechanisms are discussed. Also the dynamic behaviour and the integration in e-4TV are
explained.
Chapter 6 gives an overview of the results of the measurements that are performed with
regard to memory usage and timing aspects. The allocator is compared with the currently
used memory allocator with regard to these aspects. Finally chapter 7 presents overall
conclusions and describes directions for future improvements.

Philips ASA-Lab. 11/27/98 9
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2. The context of the dynamic memory allocator: the e-4TV
environment

This chapter briefly describes the context of the dynamic memory allocator. First the
conceptual architecture is discussed followed by an explanation of the software environment
of the e-4TV settop box. The description is not intended to be complete, but is meant to give a
general overview of the environment of the allocator.
The e-4TV project delivers a global platform for digital TV receivers. The platform covers
software, hardware, mechanics, and industrial processes. The size of the e-4TV software
team is about 120 engineers which are divided over a number of software sub-projects.
Appendix 2 gives an overview of the organisation of e-4TV.

2. 1 Conceptual architecture
The e-4TV digital receiver is an embedded system in the form of a settop box and is based on
a MIPS processor core. This processor core has integrated functionality for MPEG2
demultiplexing and descrambling at a clockspeed of 54 MHz. MPEG2 audio and video
decoding is performed by a separate Ie developed by Philips Semiconductors. This Ie also
contains bitmapped graphic functionality that makes it possible to design several user
interfaces. The amount of memory used within the system can differ per customer, a typical
configuration comprises 1-2 Mb RAM, 2-3 Mb Flash ROM, 0.5-1 Mb ROM and 16-32 kb
EEPROM. Furthermore the e-4TV embraces a number of modules for power supply, modem,
front end (satellite, cable etc.), smart cards2

, front panel (display and remote controls) etc..
Figure 2.1 gives a functional overview of the e-4TV concept.
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Figure 2. 1: Conceptual architecture e-4TV settop box

2 A card that gains access to the services of the provider. This card enables subscriber
verification.
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The front end is responsible for selecting (tuning, and optionally controlling external devices
such as a satellite receiver) an incoming RF signal and converting (demodulating) it into an
MPEG Transport Stream. This stream is forwarded to the Core Processing Module.
The modem component enables the settop box to connect to a public network (e.g. phone,
cable etc).
The analog backend component is responsible for connecting the core processing unit with
analog home peripherals like an analog television or video recorder. The digital backend
realises the connection of digital home peripherals like digital televisions or VCRs etc.. The
backend digital component selects such a peripheral, and handles sending and receiving of
data. Finally the digital interconnect component is responsible for connecting the core
processing module with digital home peripherals, such as a PC, CD-Rom, etc. via for instance
a serial or parallel port. This component selects a peripheral, and handles sending and
receiving of data.

2.2 Software environment
The software environment of e-4TV, from now on also referred to as software stack, is divided
into four horizontal layers and one vertical layer. Each layer contains a number of software
modules. A module is a set of related classes, methods and instances or, in case of the non
object oriented parts, a set of related types, functions and variables. With each horizontal layer
a level of abstraction is introduced.

A particular layer can only use the functionality of a layer that is positioned direct beneath it.
Changes that are made within a particular layer do not exert influence on another layer as long
as the API of a certain layer stays the same. The vertical layer contains the general modules
which can be used by all modules from the horizontal layers. The modules situated in the
general layer directly use the present hardware and do not use the modules within the several
horizontal layers. Figure 2.2 shows this software subdivision.

Logical Device

Device Driver

General

Hardware

Figure 2.2: The e-4TV software stack divided into layers
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The application-, service-, logical device- and some modules of the general layer are all
implemented using C++. The device driver layer and a number of modules of the general layer
are implemented in C.

This software environment is also divided in subsystems. A subsystem consists of a group of
modules, that are located in one or more layers of the software stack, which together realise a
certain functionality of the settop box. An example of a subsystem is the "Electronic Program
Guide" (EPG) which has the functionality of displaying program information on screen. As will
be shown in section 4 the currently used memory allocation method logically divides allocated
memory on the basis of subsystem identities.

The memory allocator is situated in the general (vertical) layer of the software stack. The
allocator does not make a distinction between memory requests of modules located in the
various layers. All modules that dynamically (de-)allocate memory are interpreted as memory
users.

Philips ASA-Lab. 11/27/98 12
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3. Dynamic memory management: introduction.

This chapter gives a short introduction of dynamic memory management explaining the terms
and concepts. Also problems introduced by dynamic memory allocation are stated here.
Subsequently the terms strategy policy and mechanism are explained.

3.1 Concepts of dynamic memory management.
Dynamic memory management introduces four new issues in addition to static memory usage
namely:

• External fragmentation
• Internal fragmentation
• Memory overhead (table fragmentation)
• Real time Performance issues

External fragmentation arises when free memory is available for allocation, but can't be used
to hold memory blocks of the sizes actually requested for by a memory user.
So there is enough memory available for a specific request but the largest free block that can
be returned by the allocator is smaller than this request. Figure 3.1 shows a view of a certain
memory map (at a point in time) that suffers from external fragmentation; 50 percent of the
memory is free (light coloured) but the largest block that can be allocated is only a fraction of
the total free memory due to external fragmentation.

Figure 3.1: Memory map at a certain time, the dark areas represent blocks that are
in use

Besides the more or less unpredictable external fragmentation, another more predictable form
of fragmentation exists namely internal fragmentation. This form of fragmentation arises when
a large-enough free block is allocated to hold a request, but there is a poor fit because the
returned block is larger than needed. In some allocators, the remainder is simply wasted,
causing internal fragmentation. It is called internal because the wasted memory is inside the
requested block of memory and is not seen as a individual block.
In some allocators coalescing and splitting of free blocks is used to reduce internal and
external fragmentation. Internal fragmentation can be accepted as part of a strategy to prevent
external fragmentation see section 5.2. E.g. in embedded software, external fragmentation is
not allowed because this may get worse over time, actually reducing the amount of memory.

Memory overhead is often caused by bookkeeping. Tables are often used for this therefore it
is sometimes referred to as table fragmentation. These tables can for instance be static lists,
containing free blocks, or lookup tables. Memory overhead in the form of tables is very
predictable because it is static. Also different types of headerfields and tagbits [KNU97] can be
counted among memory overhead and are proportional to the number of memory requests.

An allocator must respond immediately to requests of the memory users. The number of
allocations an deletions can be very large in a C++ environment and therefore it is desirable

Philips ASA-Lab. 11/27/98 13
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that the algorithms that are being used are very fast. In general bad real time allocation
performance is due to searching specific freelists to find a suitable block of memory. In the
case of freeing a block of memory, in general time is being spend looking for the identity (e.g.
size) of the block because, for a conventional allocator, only a pointer is passed for deletion.

A trade-off has to be made between the four issues of dynamic memory management. For
instance low internal- and external fragmentation can be achieved at the expense of worse
timing performance and visa versa. An example of this is a compacting memory allocator
where (in theory) no fragmentation occurs but the algorithms used are more (time) complex.
Conversely an (almost) absence of a memory allocation strategy (Le. lay down blocks
consecutively in memory) brings about good real time performance but very bad fragmentation
figures. A quote that is very appropriate here is: "While time-space issues dominate, the set of
trade-offs and compromises is nearly endless" from [LEA].

3.2 The role ofa dynamic memory allocator
An allocator's job is to administrate memory, that is to keep track of memory blocks that are in
use or that are free, and do this as quickly as possible. The ideal allocator allocates and frees
blocks of memory wasting no space and time.
This report only deals with conventional dynamic memory management methods (also called
allocator). A conventional allocator cannot compact memory and once it has decided which
block of memory to allocate, it cannot change that decision and the regarding block of memory
must be regarded as inviolable until the program that requested the block chooses to free it. In
fact an allocator can only deal with memory that is free. An allocator is therefore an "online"
algorithm that must respond to requests immediately, and its decisions are irrevocable.

For the case of a conventional allocator it has been proven that for any possible allocation
algorithm, there will always be the possibility that some application program will allocate and
deallocate blocks in some fashion that defeats the allocator's strategy, and forces it into
severe fragmentation [GGU72, ROB71, ROB74, ROB??]. Of course this is a worst case
scenario. When some of the characteristics (with regard to memory requests) of the memory
users are known, the memory allocator can be "tuned" for this specific requests. This tuning
can decrease fragmentation. Also a combination of dynamic and static allocation and the use
of certain algorithms can reduce fragmentation, unfortunately introducing memory overhead
and CPU-time consumption.

3.3 Strategy, policy and mechanism
A common way of distinguishing the main levels of a memory allocator design are strategy,
policy and mechanism. Each level introduces a level of abstraction to the allocator's design.
The strategy takes into account regularities in program behaviour, and determines a range of
acceptable policies as to where to allocate requested blocks. The chosen policy is
implemented by a mechanism, which is a set of algorithms and the data structures they use.
In the context of (general) memory allocation,

• a strategy tries to utilise the regularities of the memory request behaviour of the regarding
applications.

• a policy is an implementable decision procedure for placing blocks in memory, and
• a mechanism is a set of algorithms and data structures that implement the policy.

An allocator algorithm therefore should be regarded as the mechanism that implements a
placement policy, which is motivated by a strategyfor instance for minimising fragmentation.
This allocator design hierarchy is also applied for the memory allocator for E4TV.

3.4 Memory request behaviour issues
For the general case where the memory users may allocate arbitrary-sized objects at arbitrary
times and free them at any later time there is no reliable algorithm for ensuring efficient
memory usage, and none is possible [GGU72, ROB71 , ROB74, ROB77]. When we know
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more about the memory request behaviour, the allocator can be tuned for this particular
situation. In general there are three major issues of interest:

1. The number of blocks of every size requested for by the memory users.
2. Lifetime of the requested blocks.
3. Manner of allocation: ramps, peaks or plateaus.

The first issue indicates the distribution of requested block sizes. For instance if certain sizes
are frequently requested for then the allocator can be tuned for these specific sizes yielding
better performance. Actually this is applied for the allocator described in this report.
An important issue, with regard to extemal fragmentation, is the creation of free areas whose
neighboring areas are not free. This depends on two things: which objects are placed in
adjacent areas and when do those objects die. Notice that if the allocator places objects
together in memory, and they die "at the same moment" (with no interleaving allocations), no
external fragmentation results: the objects are alive at the same time, using contiguous
memory, and when they die they free contiguous memory. An allocator that has some sort of
knowledge about the lifetimes of the objects can exploit that information to reduce
fragmentation, by placing those objects in contiguous memory. The allocator described in the
next sections does not explicitly takes into account the lifetimes of the requested blocks.
However, blocks of the same size that are allocated at the same time will, in general, be
placed in the same memory region.
The last issue of interest is the way programs use memory over time. In general three patterns
can be identified namely ramps, peaks and plateaus. Ramps can emerge if programs
accumulate certain data structures over time. Peaks occur if a program uses memory in a
bursty manner, building up relatively large data structures which are used for the duration of a
particular phase, and then discarding most or all of those data structures. The e-4TV software
environment indeed, to a certain extent, allocates memory in a peak manner. For instance the
Electronic Programming Guide is in general executed for a short duration causing a peak in
memory usage. The same goes for the subsystem Menu that is used to change several
settings of the e-4TV settop box. The third allocation pattern are Plateaus. Plateaus appear
when a program builds up data structures quickly, and then use those structures for a long
period. In case of the settop box during startup a lot of memory is allocated and never freed,
which indicates a plateau allocation pattern. In section 5.1 the allocation behaviour of the e
4TV environment is discussed in more detail.
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4. Requirements

In this chapter the requirements, with regard to dynamic memory management for e-4TV, are
listed. First the problems that are encountered with the current dynamic memory management
method are discussed. Subsequently the requirements for the new dynamic memory allocator
are enumerated and explained.

4. 1 Problems with regard to the current dynamic allocator

PSOS memory management
The current dynamic memory allocator is more or less a layer on top of the pSOS dynamic
memory allocator. PSOS provides two structures to support dynamic memory management
namely bufferpools and heaps.

• A bufferpool is a memory area that is reserved for blocks of the same size. Unfortunately
pSOS only supports sizes that are a power of two Le. bufferpools are only formatted for
sizes that meet this constraint. This means that requested blocks of memory are rounded
to the nearest value that is a power of two introducing a lot of internal fragmentation.
Another drawback is that the (worst case) sizes of the several bufferpools must be known
in advance. The bufferpools are reserved statically and normally the worst case memory
usage of a certain size does not occur. This leads to bad dynamic behaviour because
empty space within a bufferpool can not be used for other sizes. Only blocks of the same
size (within one pool) can share memory.

• A heap is a linear range of memory to store blocks. A heap does not suffer from internal
fragmentation because requests are (almost) not rounded. However, heaps are not used
very often because allocation and deallocation causes external fragmentation unless the
requests are performed in LIFO order. Of course for a multi-threaded system this
constraint is a serious hindrance. The size of a heap must also be known in advance,
again yielding bad dynamic behaviour.

Because pSOS virtually hides the memory layout, monitoring of memory usage is very difficult.
Therefore no detailed monitoring is performed.

Shared budgets
Some subsystems can not be active simultaneously. For instance the subsystem MENU
(device settings) and EPG (Electronic Program GUide) can not be active at the same moment.
Therefore it is not necessary to reserve memory for both subsystems. For this reason
sharable memory regions, in the form of bufferpools and heaps, are introduced that can be
used for several subsystems. This way only the subsystem that consumes the largest amount
of memory is taken into account when determining the worst case size.

BUdgeting
To determine the worst case sizes of the several bufferpools and heaps the maximal number
of requested blocks for every size must be determined. Therefore detailed memory budgeting
is required. The budgeting process for the current dynamic memory allocator for e-4TV is not
discussed here, but requires a lot of effort.
After budgeting, a table is available containing the requested sizes of both the shared and
private bufferpools and heaps for every subsystems. This information is used (at initialisation)
to statically reserve the several bufferpools and heaps.
The budgeting process is a troublesome and laborious procedure. Only worst-case budgets
are created. Therefore, generally, far less is allocated than budgeted. In the budgeting
process the software developer has a great responsibility and if due to a bUdgeting error more
is allocated than budgeted an overflow of a bufferpool can occur which entails a fatal error.
Another drawback of detailed budgeting comes to the fore when new functionality of the settop
box is applied where unfamiliar programs are downloaded from a provider. In this case
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budgeting is out of the question because at startup (where the pools are created) it is
unknown which program will be downloaded and executed.
Another drawback of budgeting is header-file pollution because the budgeting process adds
code to the header files of the several modules.

Complex API
If memory users want to dynamically allocate a block of memory, using one of the C++/C
allocation routines, they must indicate three things:

• The type of memory structure from where the requested block should be fetched. This can
be either from heap or bufferpool.

• The distinction between shared and private memory.
• The subsystem 10 from which the request is coming from.

Of course the standard C++ and C allocation routines are not capable of passing this
information. Therefore, for C++ code, the new operator is overloaded to pass this information.
For the C code the functions malloc_ma, realloc_ma and calloc_ma are made to represent the
standard C functions malloc, realloc and calloc but are also capable of passing this
information.
All these allocation interface functions pass a data structure that contains this information.
This data structure is called memory allocator (not to be confused with a memory allocator)
and has the following format:

Bits
31 24 16 8 o

unused subsystem budget method

Figure 4. 1: Layout ofparameter that is passed with the several allocation API's

Budget determines if the request must be fetched from a private or sharable memory region.
And method makes the distinction between heap and bufferpool.

The following allocation and deallocation interfaces are supported:

• A *a = new A;
• A *a = new «mem_alloc» A;
• A *a = new «mem_alloc>, ObjectPtr) A;
• delete a;

• void *pTemp = malloc(uISize);
• void *pTemp = calloc(uINum, uISize);
• void *pTemp = realloc(CurrentPtr, uISize);
• void* pTemp = malloc_ma(ulsize, <mem_alloc»;
• void*pTemp = calloc_ma(uINum, ulsize, <mem_alloc»;
• void* pTemp = realloc_ma(CurrentPtr, ulSize, <mem_alloc»;
• free (pTemp);

For the current memory allocator it is not allowed to use an allocation API that does not
passed the allocator field. Therefore only the extended allocation API's may be used. These
complex API's are not very practical because the user must specify a number of things.
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Memory overhead
Because pSOS only supports sizes that are a power of two, a lot of internal fragmentation is
introduced (80-200 kb loss depending on the configuration). Also memory is wasted within the
bufferpools and heaps because they have worst case sizes and are, in normal situations, not
filled completely. Free memory within one heap or bufferpool cannot be used for another size.
pSOS also introduces a lot of overhead due to dynamic memory management. For bufferpool
management pSOS needs about 40 kb of memory. For heap management this is about 20 kb.

Due to these drawbacks a new dynamic memory management method is desirable. The
requirements for this new allocator are discussed in the next paragraph.

4.2 New requirements for a dynamic memory management approach
The new memory allocator must comply with the requirements and wishes that are
enumerated below. These requirements arise from the drawbacks of the currently used
memory allocator, described in the previous section.

• The memory allocator is responsible for dynamic memory allocation and de-allocation for
C and C++ code. For backwards compatibility all the (de-)allocation interfaces listed in the
previous paragraph must be supported. Therefore the standard operators new and delete
have to be overloaded and the implementation must be changed. Furthermore the
implementation of the C (de-)allocation functions mal/Dc, cal/oc, real/Dc and free are
changed as well.

• The allocation method must be applicable in a multi-threaded environment like e-4TV.
This means that critical sections must be identified and insulated.

• No growing external fragmentation is allowed. The external fragmentation (if any) must be
bounded because the settop may by running for a long time and growing external
fragmentation can result in an out of memory situation which produces a fatal error. The
bufferpools of the current allocator do not suffer from growing external fragmentation.
However the heap structure does.

• The internal fragmentation (if any) must be as low as possible. Internal fragmentation can
cause serious memory wastage. For instance the current allocator wastes 80-200kb due
to internal fragmentation forthe e-4TV software stack, depending on product execution.

• Memory overhead caused by memory management data structures must be watched. It is
not possible to escape from this kind of memory loss but it must be kept as low as
pOSSible.

• The memory allocator is an online algorithm that is frequently used by many modules.
Therefore memory allocation and deallocation must be performed in real-time and
predictable performance must be guaranteed. For instance linear searching or sorting of
structures is not allowed if those structures are relatively large. However, there is no figure
specified that indicates the maximum allowed (de-)allocation time.

• Less detailed budgeting is desired. The necessary budgeting approach brings about a
number of (already discussed) difficulties. The total memory usage must be determined
by testing for worst-case memory usage.

• A less complex API must be supported. The several memory (de-)allocation API's used
for the current memory allocator must also be supported by the new memory allocator.
However it should not be the task of the memory user to specify if the memory must be
fetched from heap or bufferpool and if the type of memory is shared or private. Therefore
the method and budget fields of <mem_alloc> are not used anymore by the memory
allocator.

• A more dynamic memory management strategy must be applied for the new allocator.
The current memory management strategy is more or less a combination of static and
dynamic memory usage. The bufferpools and the several heaps are statically laid down
and are used dynamically to store the requested blocks. The unused space within the
several bufferpools cannot be used to support requests of other sizes. Again heaps are
almost not used. The new allocator must also be less dependent on (detailed) budgets.

• Support for multiple memory allocator instances.
The reason to support multiple instances is that it is sometimes desirable to physically
separate memory areas within the settop box. For instance using a monitoring mode
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(section 5.7) it is not desirable that the monitoring information, in the form of memory
blocks, is mixed up with the blocks that are also being allocated in the non monitoring
mode. Another use of multiple instances is for applications like MHEG, this concept
introduces possible instability because programs are downloaded from a provider and the
behaviour is, to a certain extent, unknown. Therefore it is not desirable to mix up blocks of
memory of MHEG and base functionality.

• Enhanced monitoring possibilities. A generic framework for monitoring purposes must be
available. With this framework it must be possible to monitor several characteristics with
regard to memory usage.
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5. Design

This chapter describes the dynamic memory allocator for e-4TV in detail. First the memory
behaviour of the settop box is analysed. Next the applied strategy, policy and mechanisms are
discussed. Also the dynamic behaviour and the integration in e-4TV is explained including
monitoring and errorhandling.

5.1 Memory allocation behaviour e-4TV settop box
As said before it is not possible to make an efficient memory allocator that supports
applications (Le. memory users) that are requesting blocks of memory of random sizes at
arbitrary times. Therefore it is of crucial importance that as much information as possible is
gathered concerning the memory requests before a strategy is considered.
In general C++ programs tend to allocated and deallocate large numbers of relatively small
blocks [WIL95]. The e-4TV C++ environment indeed has this property. Figure 5.1 shows the
number of blocks that are (worst case) used for every size that is requested during runtime of
the settop box. This information is obtained by adapting the budgeting tool [BUDT] of the
currently used memory allocator. Note that only the range 0-1 kb is shown whereas the
maximum request can be as large as 32kb.
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of requested sizes for the e-4TV environment

The diagram shows that a lot of small requests are made. In fact there are at most 20000
requests, and almost all of these requests are made within the 0-1 kb range while about 30
requests are made in the 1kb-32kb range. The average requested value is about 42 bytes.
Appendix 3 shows the total request information of three different product versions of the e
4TV software stack.
Another useful memory usage characteristic, is the way in which memory is allocated and
deallocated. E.g. in case of the e-4TV software stack, blocks of memory are
allocated/deallocated in a peak and ramp manner. Most software modules in the box allocate
a lot of memory during startup indicating a ramp behaviour. During runtime modules are
activated and deactivated producing a peak like allocation behaviour.
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Thus the fist preliminary conclusion that can be drawn is that the memory allocator must be
tuned for relatively small request and for a ramp- and peak like allocation behaviour.

5.2 Strategy
The strategy for the e-4TV allocator arises from the requirements discussed in section 4. This
paragraph deals with the four important issues concerning dynamic memory management on
the strategy level, keeping in mind the (de-)allocation characteristics of the e-4TV environment
discussed in the previous paragraph.

5.2.1 External fragmentation
A very important issue with regard to memory management for embedded systems is growing
extemal fragmentation. This means that memory usage increases in time due to extemal
fragmentation and can result in an out of memory situation. An ideal strategy with regard to
external fragmentation is "put blocks where they won't cause fragmentation later";
unfortunately that's impossible to guarantee.
In principle external fragmentation is caused by the mix up of blocks of more than one size. In
the simple case of two blocksizes (a small and a sUghtly larger one) in one memory area it is
possible to fill this whole area with the srnallest size and alternately free a block, Figure 5.2
shows the resulting memory layout, the light blocks are free and the dark blocks are in use.
This memory area is 50% free but the largest block that can be allocated is equal to the small
block. This means that the large block (slightly bigger than the small block) cannot be
allocated. Naturally when more block sizes are used the problem still occurs.

Figure 5.2: Layout ofmemory map that suffers from severe external fragmentation

There are two ways to solve the problem of external fragmentation caused by mixup of more
than 1 blocksize:

• use memory compaction or
• simply do not use more than one blocksize in a memory area.

Compaction has the disadvantage of unpredictable real-time performance, because in worst
case the whole memory area must be moved. Another drawback of compaction is the level of
indirection it introduces [BET91]. If the policy of a memory allocator is to return an address
that is the same as the physical address (no indirection) the memory cannot be compacted.
The indirection can be introduced by using a table that holds the physical addresses and is
indexed by the logical addresses that are used by the memory users. This means that the
existing code has to be changed to support this indirection, and this is not feasible for the
existing e-4TV environment.

On first sight the second method looks unusable because now the worst case number of
blocks of a certain size must be known in advance for a specific "size-area" and the different
size-areas must be allocated statically. This causes memory loss in normal (non worst case)
situations. However if the different "size-areas" are chopped-up in equally sized containers,
then all size-areas can be mixed up, without causing external fragmentation. As a matter of
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fact growing external fragmentation is now "exchanged" with (non growing) internal
fragmentation within the reusable containers. This method is part of the strategy to fight
external fragmentation for e-4TV. This is explained in section 5.3.

5.2.2 Internal fragmentation
In general it is not necessary for an allocator to support all requested sizes in a particular
range. This means that a certain range of sizes will be rounded to the first value that is
supported by the memory allocator, introducing internal fragmentation. A common method is
to round all requests to the nearest value that is a power of 2. This is for instance done in the
several binary buddy systems [pET77, KNU97, 15071, BR080] however this brings about a
lot of internal fragmentation. Actualty this coarse rounding is applied in the currently used
memory allocator for e-4TV, wasting about 80kb-200kb on a total memory use of 1100kb. A
more efficient way is to round to the nearest value of e.g. a member of the Fibonacci series
[PET77, KN065]. However the best solution to deal with internal fragmentation is to choose
the rounding values to optimally fit the application domain. This way the allocator can be tuned
for a specific memory request trace or, when the memory trace is not known, a more or less
linear range of values can be used. With a smaller intrablock difference, a better fit to the
requested block size can be made, yielding lower internal fragmentation. This scheme is part
of the strategy to fight internal fragmentation for e-4TV. Therefore the memory request
characteristics for e-4TV are used to determine the set of rounding values, so that internal
fragmentation is minimised. Note that there is also a drawback to introducing many rounded
values. This is discussed in section 5.3.1.

5.2.3 Real-time performance
Another issue is real-time performance. As it was said before there is a trade-off between real
time performance and memory loss due to fragmentation and overhead. There are allocators
using algorithms with a high time-complexity introducing hardly any memory fragmentation
and allocators that are very quick but introduce a lot of fragmentation. For real time embedded
systems like the e-4TV settop box, searching through e.g. freelists or other tables must be
avoided as much as possible, actually (complex) searches are not allowed. The best situation
is that the allocation and deallocation operations are of constant time. Also this constant time
must be as low as possible to guarantee predictable real-time performance.

5.2.4 Memory overhead
Memory overhead is caused by data structures that are used for dynamic memory
management. These structures are introduced at the level of policy and mechanism and
therefore memory overhead is not discussed here.

5.3 Policy
This paragraph describes the policy that is being followed to satisfy the strategy.

5.3.1 Fragmentation
As said in the previous section external fragmentation can be eliminated by using only one
block-size per memory area. Figure 5.3 shows a memory layout where blocks of the same
size are grouped.
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Figure 5.3: Memory layout with groups of blocks of the same size, preventing
growing external fragmentation

Holes that originate in a specific area can be reused for blocks of the same size preventing
the areas from drowning in external fragmentation. Of course this scheme is a combination of
dynamic and static memory management because the worst case sizes of the several
memory areas must be known in advance and must be statically reserved. This way free
memory in one memory area cannot be used for other sizes. This is not a problem if the worst
case memory usage often occurs. However this is not the case because this means that all
the software in the settop box is active simultaneously. A solution for these problems is to
introduce another level of memory allocation by using relatively large containers to store the
several block sizes, again using one block size per container preventing external
fragmentation. If containers become empty they can be reused for other sizes. Actually this
reuse is a form of deferred coalescing [BAK95].
The containers must be large enough to be able to hold the largest block that is being
requested for by the memory users. For e-4TV this largest block is 32 kb, this means that the
container must have a minimal size of 32kb. On the other hand a container can not be too
large either because it must be filled as much as possible to prevent internal fragmentation
within the containers. Some values are not frequently asked for and therefore can not fill an
entire container of 32 kb. So a set of containers of different sizes is desirable; smaller
containers for less frequently occurring sizes and large containers for large requests or
frequently occurring sizes. However using more than one container size in a specific memory
area introduces external fragmentation on the container level because, again, different sizes
are mixed up. However because this is (for now) the highest level of memory allocation both
ends of the total memory area can be used to lay down containers. Each end has its own
containersize and therefore only 2 containersizes can be used. Figure 5.4 visualises this
concept.

Small Containers

~

Large Containers

~

BeginAddress EndAddress

Figure 5.4: Memory area divided into 2 container areas that grow to each other

A third containersize cannot be supported because there is no way to determine the starting
point in the memory area to begin laying down these containers without the possibility that they
collide with the containers of the other sizes. In the case of 2 containers a collision can also
occur but this happens only in an out of memory situation and is actually the same situation as
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using one containersize (in an out of memory situation these containers collide with the end of
the memory area).

Filling of containers with rarely requested sizes.
The fact still remains that certain sizes are scarcely requested for and therefore cannot fill a
complete container. This means that several sizes in a certain range are all rounded to a
certain value (the highest value of that specific range). This necessary rounding introduces
internal fragmentation because a larger block is allocated then needed. Again this rounding
can be done using powers of two or some other predefined series, but to reduce internal
fragmentation as much as possible the graph of section 5.1 is used to determine the values to
round to introducing the minimum amount of internal fragmentation. The peaks of the graph
are the values that are frequently requested for and these values are used to round to, and
from now on will be called tuned values. The term "tuned" is used because the values are
application specific. Figure 5.5 visualises the rounding process.
Not all peaks of the graph become tuned values because a peak must be large enough to fill
an entire container. A tuned value can also be useful when several peaks together can fill a
container, while individually they are not capable of doing so. The only intemal fragmentation
that occurs now is that values, not used so much, are now rounded to the nearest tuned value.

---- .. .. .. .. ..

Figure 5.5: Rounding process using the e-4TV characteristics and containers per
block size

5.3.2 Memory overhead
The described methods to reduce internal- and external fragmentation must also be very
economic with regard to memory needed for administration. In other words they may not
introduce a lot of memory overhead. The main perpetrators of memory overhead in most
dynamic memory allocators are freelists, header- and tag fields and for instance lookuptables.
Most allocators use a hidden header field within each block to store useful information. In
general the size of the block is recorded in the header. This simplifies freeing, in many
deallocation algorithms, because most allocators interfaces (e.g. the standard C freeO
function and the C++ delete operator) do not require the user to pass the size of the block to
be freed to the deallocation routine. On the other hand the allocation functions of C and C++
only pass the size of the request. The freeing functions only pass a pointer to the block of
memory to be freed. It is up to the allocator to determine the size of the block. Other
information may be stored in the header as well, such as information about whether the block
is in use (also called "tag-field" [KNU97]), its relationship to its neighbours, and so on.

In case of the e-4TV settop box, the processor requires memory alignments to be on 4 bytes
boundaries. This means that all memory blocks are on four byte address boundaries.
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However, it is still possible to use a header that is smaller than 4 bytes while maintaining
alignment. This can be done by allocating blocks "off by one" from the four byte boundary, so
that the part of the block that actually stores a request is properly aligned. Nevertheless,
storing information for every block still costs about 4 bytes and is unacceptable for e-4TV
because the expectation value lies about 40 bytes3 and therefore introducing 10% of memory
overhead solely for headers.

Same block size per container
Because blocks of the same size are grouped together in a certain container, see Figure 5.5,
the size information is the same for every block within that specific container. This means that
one header per container can be used. By doing so the memory overhead due to headerfields
is dramatically reduced. For e-4TV the smallest containersize is about 1kb and the headerfield
for every container is 4 bytes. This results in a memory overhead due to headerfields of 0.4 %.
For the large containers of about 32 kb this overhead is negligible.
Because blocks within containers are not coalesced there is no need to use tag bits to indicate
if coalescing can be performed. Actually deferred coalescing is applied because when a
container is free it is reused for another size.

Freelists
Another source of memory overhead are freelists. Freelists are used to store addresses and
sizes of free blocks within the memory. Often these freelists are implemented as an ordered
tree to make the time complexity, of searching for the right block, less than linear. For e-4TV
there is no overhead as a result of freelists because they are implemented as linked lists with
the nodes stored in the free memory space. This is further elaborated in section 5.4. This
overhead reduction is possible because the nodes of the freelists describe the free blocks and
when a block is going to be used the free node for that particular block is not necessary
anymore. This way user data is exchanged with freenodes of the freelist introducing negligible
overhead. Every container now has its own (embedded) freelist. The cost of embedded
freelists is that each block in a container must be big enough to hold the node. This imposes a
minimum block size on the allocator's implementation, and any smaller request must be
rounded up to that size. Therefore for the e-4TV allocator a single linked list is used instead of
a double linked list, making the minimum request size 4 bytes. This is also the smallest block
that can be supported by the e-4TV settop box because of the mandatory 4 bytes alignment.

5.3.3 Time complexity

Allocation
In many allocators a suitable block is found by searching the freelist, for example the
sequential fit implementations (best-, first-, next-, and worst fit) all walk through the freelist to
find a suitable block. As the number of free blocks grows, the time to search the list may
become unacceptably large. This is not necessarily true, of course, because the average
search time may be much lower than the worst case time. But for real-time multi- threaded
systems like the e-4TV settop box the time cost to allocate and delete a block of memory must
be predictable e.g. constant. Also in case of constant time, this must be as low as possible. As
said before the e-4TV allocator uses one embedded freelist per container. Because the blocks
within a container are of equal size there is no need to order or search the freelist, therefore
making an allocation a time constant operation (0(1». Just the first one of the particular size is
good enough.

Freeing
Besides searching through free lists also the freeing mechanism may cause bad real-time
performance. A memory user "tells" the allocator that a block of memory can be deleted by
simply returning the address of the beginning of this specific block. At this moment the
allocator must, in some way, find out the identity of the block of memory. In some allocators
this identity is simply the size of the block so that the block can be placed in the freelist of the
right size, or in the case of one freelist the block must be put in the right level of ordering. If a
header per block is used this size-information can be determined very easily. But as it was

3 The value that is on the average allocated.
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explained before in section 5.3.2 such a header is not used for the e-4TV allocator. For in
case of the e-4TV allocator, blocks of the same size lie together in a specific memory region
(container) hence a range search could be performed to determine the block-value of the
specific range. Again this means a search through memory and therefore this is not applicable
for e-4TV. Actually a range search is not necessary because fixed size containers are used
meaning that with an address calculation (where the starting address of the container-range is
also concerned) the header of the regarding container can be calculated containing the
information of the regarding block. This way freeing a block of memory also becomes a time
constant operation (0(1)). Section 5.5.3 explains this method in more detail.

Rounding
Another time consuming operations can be the rounding of a certain request. When a block of
certain size is requested for, the allocator must find out which tuned value must be used to
round to. This tuned value can be found by some sort of searching algorithm, with for instance
time complexity O(log2(n)) with n the number of tuned values. But a simple and fast solution is
to use a lookup table, which is simply an array indexed by the size, whose values are the
tuned values. To look up which range a size falls into, one simply indexes the array and
fetches the value stored there. If the values used to index the table are potentially large,
however, the lookup table itself may be too big. This technique is simple and very fast and can
be used for the e-4TV allocator because relatively large numbers of small blocks are
requested. This means that for instance for blocks in the range 0-1 kb (there are worst-case
20.000 different request in this range) a lookup table is used, and for request in the range 1kb
32kb (worst case 30 different requests) some sort of search is performed to determine the
right tuned value. This way the lookup table is about 1kb big.

5.4 Mechanism
This paragraph describes the mechanism of the e-4TV allocator, which is a set of algorithms
and data structures that implements the policy described in the previous paragraph. First the
data structures are discussed. Subsequently the dynamic behaviour is explained followed by
some notes on monitoring functionality. Also the critical actions with regard to multi-threading
are identified.

5.4.1 Data structures
To do the job of managing memory the allocator must have a (linear) range of memory at its
disposal. In case of e-4TV the allocator can ask the operating system pSOS for a block of
memory, by using one of the pSOS memory allocation API's. To make the allocator more
platform-independent however, the allocator, proposed here, statically reserves a linear range
of memory by defining a static array of bytes of the desired size. This way the allocator is
entirely independent of pSOS and can be used on the PC platform as well.

The containers are lying within this memory range. Also all data structures used for
management, see further, are dynamically placed in this memory area. This is done to allow
for more than one memory allocator instance, and to assure that every instance contains its
own data structures for management. Note that a memory allocator instance is a memory
area as we have seen in the previous paragraph, meaning an area where small containers
grow from the beginning of the area advancing to the right, and where large containers grow
from the end of the area advancing to the left. Hence the total memory area of a memory
manager instance is dynamically formatted into containers.

An instance does not mean an instance of the class memory manager
(GmmMemoryManager) as explained in section 5.6.1. There exists only one static instance of
this class, containing possibly several, separately managed, memory spaces that from now on
are called instances of the memory allocator.
In the sequel of this section, all data structures described concern a single instance of the
memory manager. Every instance has its own set of these data structures.
Figure 5.6 shows a memory allocator instance.
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Figure 5.6: Layout of memory allocator instance including management data

Memory manager instances
An instance is described by two structures of the same type. This structure is called
GmmMemManData and contains information about one half of an instance Le. the small
container part, and the large container part. It is applied by a set of internal functions, used by
all instances, when allocating or freeing memory from the regarding memory area. The fields
of the structure are set to the correct value during initialisation of the memory allocator. It is
defined as follows:

typedef struct GmmMemManData{
ULong ulStartAddress,o
SLong slDirection,o
Ulong ulContainerSize,o
Ulong ulLogContainerSize,o
Ulong ulNr_TunedValues,o
UByte* pRoundTable,o
UWord* pValueTable,o
GmmContFreeListType* pContFreeList,o
ULong** pVx_FreeList,o

JGmmMemManData,o

Currently two memory manager instances are supported(compile-time configuration):
• Base
• Extension
• Monitoring

Base refers to the normal basic functionality of the box. Extension is used for new, potentially
unstable, applications like MHEG. The monitoring instance is used when the memory allocator
is used in the monitoring mode see section 5.7.
For each memory manager instance, this structure is dynamically laid down twice in memory
at initialisation; one for the "small containers", and one for the "large containers". Also, the
contents of these structures are completely laid down in memory and initialised.

For the base functionality instance the following two structure pointers exist that point to these
structures:

GmmMemManData *pcGmmBaseStructSmall, *pcGmmBaseStructLarge,o

Description of the structure fields:

UIStartAddress
Contains the start address of the regarding container area. From this point the containers will
be laid down. For the small container area this start address is the point where the memory
management data area stops and the small container area begins. For the large container
area the start address is the end address of the total memory instance.

SID/reetion
This information is necessary for calculations because the small container area advances to
the right and the large container area advances to the left.
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UIContainerSize
Holds the size of the regarding containers. This value is necessary for the several functions.

UILogContainerSize
Contains the logarithm of the container size. This value is used for calculations if the
containersize is a power of two. Calculating the logarithm of the containersize is a relative time
consuming operation and therefore it is better to perform this calculation once and keep the
value, than calculate it for every allocation.

UINr_TunedValues
Indicates the number of tuned values that are being used for the regarding container area.

PRoundTable
The pRoundTable field of the structure GmmMemManData is a pointer to the roundtable of
the specific container area. The roundtable is used to round the sizes of the memory requests
to the nearest tuned value. The roundtable is implemented as a lookup table which is an array
of bytes containing indexnumbers of the tuned values. Indexnumbers are used within the
allocator algorithms instead of real tuned values to reduce memory overhead. This way the
lookup table has a size of about 1kb (depending on the containersize). If real values were
used the roundtable would be 4kb. The roundtable can be reduced to 256 bytes if a size
resolution of 4 is maintained. However this reduces flexibility and using this approach the
index of the roundtable must be calculated.
Only the small container area has a roundtable. For the large container area the tuned values
are too large to make use of a roundtable. Therefore pRoundTable points to NULL and an
algorithm is used to determine the right tuned value. Because there are only about 4 large
tuned values the search can be performed very quickly (about 2-3 steps). Figure 5.7 shows
the roundtable.

Requested Size (O-m)

o 1 ---~

~r+f..1. .

m-1
.-_. +rn

Tuned value index (1-n)

Figure 5.7: Layout of RoundTable

PValueTable
The PValueTablefield of the GmmMemManData structure is a pointer to a value table. This
value table contains the tuned values of the regarding container area. These values are used
for calculations. The value table is an array that is indexed by a particular index number of a
tuned value and its values are the actual sizes of the tuned values. Figure 5.8 shows the value
table.
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Tuned value index (1-n)

11 12 ---. , <l--- In-1 In

Tuned value (V1-n)

Figure 5.8: Layout of ValueTable

The tuned value for a specific request is found by indexing the RoundTable of Figure 5.7 with
the actual requested size, and using the value of RoundTable at this index to index the
ValueTable.

PContFreeList
To keep track of the free containers within each container area (half memory manager
instance), a container freelist exists. This freelist is implemented as a single linked list with its
nodes embedded in the free containers. This way the freelist does not bring about memory
overhead. Figure 5.9 gives a representation of the embedded container freelist.

:.. f FirstNode"S I .
I LastNode"S I':

FirstNodepL ~..:

LastNode L .

Figure 5.9: Container freelist embedded in free space

The PcontFreeListfield of the GmmMemManData structure is a pointer to a structure of type
GmmContFreeListType that is representing the container freelist and is defined as:

typedef struct GmmContFreeListType{
ULong ulFirstNode;
ULong ulLastNode;

}GmmContFreeListType;
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Where ulFirstNode and ulLastNode are the first- and last node of the freelist of Figure 5.9.
The freelist is implemented as a stack, meaning that containers are used in LIFO order.

If an empty container is required, the address ulFirstNode is returned to the regarding function
(which requested the container) and the content (next free container address) of ulFirstNode
becomes the new first node and so on. When a container becomes free, the startaddress of
this container is added to the container freelist by making ulFirstNode equal to this
startaddress and the content of ulFirstNode becomes equal to the previous ulFirstNode.
If after a release of an empty container ulFirstNode is equal to ulLastNode then the total
container area, up to the last used container. is filled. This means that the next time an empty
container is required the regarding container area must be expanded. As said, the small
container area expands to the right and the large container area to the left. This way the total
memory is dynamically formatted into containers until the two container-areas collide which
results in an out of memory situation.

pVx_FreeList
As said before, the containers themselves also contain an embedded freelist to keep track of
the empty blocks within the container. Figure 5.10 shows a container layout.

Header

Node

NULL

Figure 5.10: Container layout with header and a number of free nodes

Again this embedded free list is implemented as a stack. meaning that free blocks are reused
in LIFO order. A block that becomes free is added at the beginning of the embedded freelist
and is the first to be used when a request of that particular size occurs. The embedded nodes
represent the address of the next free block and therefore the four bytes nodes are acting as
data- and next field simultaneously. This means that the smallest tuned value must by equal
or greater than 4 bytes. Actually the target is a 4 bytes aligned system and sizes smaller than
4 bytes can not be used anyway.

Each container contains a header of four bytes that is defined as:

typedef struct GmmContHeader{
UWord uwCounter;
UByte ubVxlndex;
UByte ublndexFirstNode;

}GmmContHeader;

UwCountercontains the number of blocks that are filled with user data Le. the blocks that are
in use and is, among other things, used for dynamic formatting of the containers see section
5.4.2. Each container is (partially) filled with blocks of one particUlar tuned value and
ubVxlndex indicates which tuned value is stored in the regarding container.
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Because there can be more than one container holding blocks of a certain size (Vx) a higher
level freelist exists for every tuned value. These freelists, called Vx_Freelists, contain pointers
to containers holding blocks of size Vx, but which are not completely filled. Actually the
Vx_Freelist contains pointers that directly point to the first node of the embedded freelist in
each container. These Vx_Freelists are necessary because containers holding a specific
block size Vx are not adjacent: they are allocated only when needed. So the individual
embedded freelists are not adjacent either.

Figure 5.11 shows the relationship of containers and their Vx_Freelist.

.,.

Vx_Freelist for size V2 ............................

Vx_Freelist for size V1

index

Containers for size V2

Figure 5. 11 Relationship of containers and their Vx_Freelist

The two containers each contain blocks of the same tuned-value size. The Vx_Freelists have
stack behaviour and are implemented as arrays. The first two entries of the Vx_Freelists are
used for management. The first entry is used to keep the index of the last added address and
guarantees the stack characteristic. The second entry holds the size of the Vx_Freelist, and is
used to prevent overflow.

The ublndexFirstNode field of the container's GmmContHeader structure contains the position
of the first node of its embedded freelist, in the regarding Vx_Freelist. This position must be
known because the embedded freelist is used as a stack (necessary for dynamic formatting)
and every time a recently freed node is added to the front of the freelist -meaning that the first
node is changed- the regarding entry in the Vx_Freelist must be updated.

Actually ublndexFirstNode has also another purpose. When the last used block within a
container is freed, this container becomes free and can be put in the container freelist, but the
regarding Vx_Freelist still contains a pointer to the first free node of that container. This entry
must be removed because the container is no longer available for the size represented by the
Vx_Freelist. A possible solution is to walk through the whole Vx_Freelist to find a pointer that
lies within the empty container. This is a linear search and should be avoided. Fortunately the
position of the pointer within the Vx_Freelist is stored as ublndexFirstNode in the container
header GmmContHeader and can be used to directly index the Vx_Freelist to remove the
invalid pointer. Note that for each supported "block size" a Vx_Freelist exists and that the
several Vx_Freelists are implemented as static arrays in the memory manager instance. This,
however, brings about another difficulty because now holes are introduced within the
Vx_Freelists. Therefore every time an entry of the Vx_Freelist is removed the Vx_Freelist has
to be compacted. This is done by moving the top element of the Vx_Freelist into the originated
hole followed by a decrease of the index.

The pVx_FreeUstfield of the GmmMemManData structure is a pointer to an array of
Vx_Freelists. Figure 5.12 shows this construction.
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Several ~
Freelists

Figure 5.12 Vx_Freelist storage structure

At this point all the fields of the structure GmmMemManData are described. As said, both
structures of type GmmMemManData describing the small and large container areas of a
certain memory allocator instance are placed within this instance. Appendix 4 gives an
overview of the physical placement of all the data structures within the address space of a
certain memory allocator instance.

5.4.2 Incremental formatting of containers
If an empty container is fetched from the container freelist for a certain tuned value, it does not
yet contain a proper freelist structure. When a new container is being used for a specific tuned
value it is desirable that the container looks like Figure 5.10 meaning that the freelist nodes
are properly aligned. That is, the container must be formatted for the regarding tuned value.
This formatting (laying down the nodes of the freelist) is a linear operation. A worst case
situation occurs when an empty container is being used for size 4 because then about 256
nodes must be placed to build up the freelist (1kb container is assumed). To ensure
predictable real time performance this is not desirable. Therefore the containers are formatted
incrementally, when blocks are allocated. This means that when a new container is fetched,
only the first address of the container becomes a freelist node. The rest of container is not
formatted yet. Figure 5.13 shows this situation.

NUll

Figure 5. 13 Incremental formatting, no blocks allocated yet

The contents of the node points to NULL indicating that it is the last node of the freelist. If a
request of the regarding size occurs the node pointing to NULL is being returned and a new
alignment is created by adding up the address of the node pointing to NULL and the regarding
tuned value. Figure 5.14 shows the result after a number of request.
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Unformatted NUll

Figure 5.14 Incremental formatting, after a number of allocations

Every time a new alignment is created a check is performed to determine if the container is
full. This check looks at the count field of the header to determine if another node can be
created without crossing the container boundary. A block that is being freed within the
regarding container is being reused before the dynamic formatting continues. Figure 5.15
shows this situation.

NULL

Figure 5. 15 Incremental formatting, 2 blocks allocated, one deallocated

Hence only if the first node becomes the (temporary) last node (pointing to NULL) the dynamic
formatting takes place. until the container is totally formatted for the regarding tuned value.
This way the time needed to format a container is spread over the allocations guaranteeing
predictable performance.

5.5 Dynamic behaviour
This paragraph discusses the dynamic behaviour of the allocator. First the initialisation is
discussed followed by the allocation and deallocation behaviour.

5.5.1 Initialisation
Before the memory allocator can be used it must be properly initialised. First the desired size
of the memory allocator instance must be set, this size must be large enough to hold the data
structures and the small and large container areas. Subsequently the small and large
container sizes must be specified. The following lines initialise the instance used for the base
functionality of the settop box.

const ULong GMMBASESIZE=750000;
cons! ULong GMMBASECONTAINERSIZESMALL=J060;
cons! ULong GMMBASECONTAINERSIZELARGE=33808;

The values are derived from a particular configuration of the settop box.
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The next initialisation step is the specification of the tuned values. The tuned values are
extracted from the allocation profile of a specific software stack, see Figure 5.1. The following
statements specify the tuned values for the small container area of the base instance of the
current e-4TV software stack.

ULong uIBaseVaITableSmall[]={ 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 44, 48, 52, 56, 64,
68, 72, 80, 84, 92, 96, 104, 112, 116, 120, 128, 132, 148, 160, 168, 196,
204, 216, 228, 256, 340, 512, 1056/;

ULong uIBaseNumTableSmall[]={1000, 7000, 3500, 1000, 300, 300, 300, 200, 100,
200, 1000, 700, 180, 80, 180, 150, 200, 50, 110, 200,40, 80, 60, 100,
120,40, 30, 20, 20, 15, 35, 30, 100,15, 20, 20/;

U/BaseVa/Tab/eSmal/[Jcontains the tuned values for the small container area. The array
u/BaseNumTab/eSmal/[Jindicate the expected worst case number of allocations at a certain
point in time for the several sizes specified in the array U/BaseVa/Tab/eSmal/[J. For instance
there are worst case 1000 blocks of 20 bytes used at a certain point in time. This information
is necessary to determine the size of the several Vx_Freelists. For instance there can be worst
case 1000 blocks of 20 bytes, meaning that there can be at most 1000 * 20 / 1060 =19
containers in the system that are used for 20 byte blocks. Because the Vx_Freelist for size 20
contains pointers to partly filled containers holding blocks of 20 bytes each, its worst case size
is also 19. These worst case values per tuned value are obtained from the budgeting tables,
but they can, in the future, be determined by means of a measurement mode of the allocator.
In practice however, the maximum Vx_Freelist size that has ever been measured after 60
hours of testing is 9. This low figure is due to the peak and ramp memory allocation behaviour
of the software and due to the stack behaviour of the several freelists. On the other hand the
sizes of the several Vx_Freelists can be made for instance 128 for every tuned value. This
introduces more overhead (about 8kb) but makes the two NumTables superfluous.
Also, for the large containers the tuned values and their maximum occurrence number must
be specified. For the current e-4TV software stack this is defined as follows

ULong uIBaseVaITableLarge[]={ 2600, 4096, 8192, 33804/;

ULong uIBaseNumTablewrge[]={ 20, 10, 10, 2/;

5.5.2 Allocation behaviour
Figure 5.16 shows the global functional structure of the allocator. This figure is applicable for
every memory allocator instance.
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Figure 5.16 Memory allocation path

All memory allocation interface functions described in section 4 call one internal common
allocation routine. Among other things the request size is passed and used to allocate a block
of memory satisfying the request. The allocation process is described using Figure 5.16. The
several allocation steps are marked with a number.

Determining container area
The first step in the allocation process is the determination of the appropriate container area
CD. If the requested size is smaller than the small container size, the block of memory is
fetched from the small container area. If, on the other hand, the request is greater than the
small container and at the same moment smaller than the large container, the block is taken
from the large container area. Requests greater than the large container size are not
supported and result in an exception.

Getting tuned value
Once it is known which half of the memory allocator instance (Le. which container area) is
applicable, the request must be rounded to the nearest tuned value of the concerning
container area. For the small container area the request is rounded by means of the lookup
table @ described in section 5.4.1. The requests which are fetched from the large container
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area are rounded through an algorithm @ with time complexity O(lOg2n) where n is the number
of large tuned values; for e-4TV n is about 4 (see previous section: uIBaseVaITableLarge[J).
Both the roundtable and the algorithm return a tuned value id number respectively in the range
O-(number of small tuned values) and O-(number of large tuned values).
At this point the correct tuned value (index) is known and from now on there is no functional
difference between requests fetched from the small or large container areas. Therefore, in the
subsequent explanation, no distinctions between small and large requests is made.

Indexing the Vx_Freelists
With the previously determined tuned value the right Vx_Freelist can be indexed. The
concerning Vx_Freelist contains the first nodes of the embedded freelists of every not
completely filled container that is used for the regarding tuned value. Containers that are also
used for the regarding tuned value but are filled completely do not have an embedded freelist
and have no link to a particular data structure like a Vx_Freelist.

Two situations can occur concerning the Vx_Freelists namely the regarding Vx_Freelist can
be empty or not empty.

• Concerning Vx_Freelist is not empty@
In this case the first node of this (stack organised) Vx_Freelist, which is the first node of a
certain embedded container freelist ®, is removed from the Vx_Freelist and becomes the
address of the memory block that satisfies the request. The contents of this memory block
is an address to the next free block ® within the container and is pushed on the
Vx_Freelist. This block is the first to be used if another request of this size occurs. This
way a certain container is completely used up before another container is applied.
However the first memory block ® could also contain a pointer to NULL instead of a
pointer to a next free block, meaning one of the following two things:

This block is the last free block of the regarding container or the container is not yet totally
formatted for the regarding tuned value. If the memory block was the last empty block
then the container becomes full and does not have an embedded freelist anymore. In this
case the IndexFirstNode field of the container header is set to 0 meaning that it is not
referenced anymore by a Vx_Freelist. This information is used in the deallocation process.

On the other hand, if the first memory block contains a pointer to NULL because of the
fact that the container is not totally formatted yet then one dynamic formatting step must
be performed to create a new alignment with a new node which, on its turn, points to
NULL.

• Concerning VX_Freelist is empty ®
The regarding Vx_Freelist can be empty meaning that there are no containers used for
this specific tuned value, or there are containers used for the tuned value but all these
containers are filled completely. This means that a new container must be obtained from
the proper (stack organised) container freelist. The container indicated by the first node
field ® is used first. If the first node field points to the same address as the last node field,
meaning that the container freelist is empty (e.g. see @), a new container must be created
by using the same dynamic formatting principle as used within containers. If a new
container is obtained then the three header fields of the container must be set to the right
values:

- the Counterfield is set to 0 because no blocks are used yet,
- the Vxlndex field is set to the index number of the regarding tuned value
- and IndexFirstNode is set to the position of the first node within the regarding

Vx_Freelist.

After the new container is obtained and initialised the first node of the embedded freelist
can be returned to satisfy the request. Again the contents of the returned block becomes
the next first node and is pushed on the Vx_Freelist. In case of a "boundary" situation
where the request is greater than half the container size (only one block of this size fits
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into the container) the container is immediately full and no next node is pushed on the
regarding Vx_Freelist.

To summarise the allocation procedure the pseUdo-code allocation algorithm is given. The
algorithm is applicable on a certain container area I.e. on a structure of type
GmmMemManData. Therefore it is assumed that the appropriate container area is already
determined by means of comparing the requested size with the two container sizes. The
algorithm below is implemented using several functions.

Void* GeneralAlloc(Uword uwSize, GmmMemManData* pLocalStruct)
(

Round requested size llwSize to the nearest tuned value and determine matching index;

if( Regarding VxFreelist is empty )
{

Get new container from the appropriate container free list and if container freelist
(largelsmall) is empty: add new container to the container freelist by means ofincremental
formatting;

Set container header fields;

Addfirst node of the embedded free list ofthe container to the proper VxFreelist (freelist for
blocks ofsize Vx);

}

Get free address (FreeAddress) from the appropriate VxFreelist;

Update container header;

if ( this was the last free node in the current container)
{
if ( incremental formatting is required)

{
Perform incremental formatting step;

}
else II container is full
{

Set ublndexFirstNodefield of container header to 0 indicating that the container is full;
}

}

return(FreeAddress);
}

5.5.3 Deallocation behaviour
A previously allocated block of memory can be deallocated by using one of the two functions
delete or free. Both functions only pass the begin address of the allocated memory block. The
goal of the allocator's freeing routine is to put this freeaddress into the correct freelist.
The first step to realise this goal is to find out in which container area the freeaddress lies.
This is determined by means of address comparison. This can be done because the begin
addresses of both small/large container areas are determined at initialisation and the end
addresses are the addresses where the Last Node fields of each container freelist points to
(see Figure 5.16 @).

All information about a particular container area is stored in the accompanying structure of
type GmmMemManData. As said in the policy section 5.3 the several blocks of memory do
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not contain an information headerfield because of memory overhead reasons. Instead all
blocks within a container share one header situated in the first four bytes of the encapsulating
container. Therefore for a block to be freed, first the address of the container header must be
determined. The calculation for the small container area (advancing to higher addresses) is as
follows:

FreeAddress - StanAddress
HeaderAddress = StanAddress + floor( ) * ContainerSize

ContainerSize

Where FreeAddress is the address of the block to be deallocated.
The header for the large container area (advancing to lower addresses) is calculated with the
expression:

StartAddress - (FreeAddress + 1) ..
HeaderAddress =StartAddress - floor( " +1) *ContamerSlze

ContamerSlze

StartAddress is the begin address of the first container in the large or small container area.
For the small container area StartAddress is equal to the begin address of the memory
allocator instance added up with the memory area needed for the management data structure.
The StartAddress for the large container area is the endaddress of the memory allocator
instance.

If one of the containersizes is a power of two, then the division and multiplication can be
replaced by respectively a right- and left shift. The, for this shifting, required logarithm of the
regarding containersize can be calculated once at initialisation.

At this point the header information is available. The first distinction that can be made is the
fact that the container is full or not completely full. This distinction can be made by looking at
the header field ublndexFirstNode. If this field is 0 then the container is full.

Container is completely full.
In this situation the container has no embedded freelist and therefore there is no Vx_Freelist
that contains an address to this container. An embedded freelist must now be created and
freeaddress becomes the first node. This first node is also added to the proper Vx_Freelist.
From the container header, the id of the block-size (tuned-value) of all blocks in this container
is obtained. This id can be used to index the array of Vx_Freelists: VX_Freelist[id], which
results the Vx_Freelist pointing to partly filled containers holding blocks of size Vx

The first node itself points to NULL indicating that it is the last free node within the container.
In the case of the "boundary" situation that the container can only hold one block of the
regarding size, no embedded freelists is made and the container is freed and added to the
container freeJist instead.

Container is not completely full.
The regarding container now contains an embedded freelist meaning that there are more free
blocks within the container. This also implies that there is a link with a certain Vx_Freelist. Two
situations can now occur namely:
• The container can become empty after freeing the memory block specified by

freeAddress,
• or the container still contains blocks that are in use.

If the container becomes empty then it can be added to the container freelist. However the
address of the first node of the no longer existing embedded free list is still available in one of
the Vx_Freelists. This entry of the specified Vx_Freelist is removed using the
ublndexFirstNode header field. The Vx_Freelist is compacted to remove the originated hole.
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If the container is not empty after freeing the memory block specified by freeAddress then this
memory block becomes a freenode and is added to the front of the embedded freelist.
Because the first node of the embedded freelist has now been changed, the associated
Vx_Freelist must be updated, again by using the ublndexFirstNode field of the container
header.

To summarise the deallocation procedure again a pseudo- code algorithm is given. The
algorithm is applicable on a certain container area Le. on a structure of type
GmmMemManData. Therefore it is assumed that the appropriate container area is already
determined by means of comparing the to be freed address with the address ranges of the
two container areas. The algorithm below is also a collection of several functions.

Void GeneralFree(void* pFreeAddress, GmmMemManData* pLocalStruct)
(

Calculate address header ofcontainer where pFreeAddress lies in;

iffcontainer is full)
(

Decrease counter-jield ofheader;

iffcontainer can only hold one block) II tuned value> containersizel2
{

Addfree container to the proper container free/ist;
}
else II create a new embedded freelist within the container
{

pFreeaddress becomes first- and at the same moment last node of the embedded freelist
and points to NULL;

Addfirst node to proper VxFreelist;

Update container header;
}

else II container is not full
(

iffcontainer is empty after freeing pFreeAddress)
{

Add container to the correct container free/ist;

Remove first node of the no longer existing embedded freelist from the associated
VxFreelist and eliminate the hole by means of compaction;

}
else II container is not empty after freeing pFreeAddress
{

Update counter field ofcontainer header;

Add new freenode at the front ofthe embedded free/ist;

Update entry of regarding VxFreelist because first node ofembedded free list has been
changed;

}
}

}
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5.6 Integration in e-4TV
This section describes the integration of the memory allocator in the e-4TV environment. The
allocation and deallocation functional structures are discussed. Also the data structures that
are passed between the various functions are explained.

5.6.1 Construction of the memory allocator
The C++ class GmmMemoryManagerrepresents the overall memory allocator. There is only
one instance of this class. The class is implemented for backward compatibility to support the
following public member functions:

void ActivateSubSystem(GmmSubSystemld tCurrentSSld);
void DeactivateSubSystem(GmmSubSystemld tCurrentSSld);
static GmmMemoryManager* Getlnstance();
ULong ResolveMemAllocator(const void*pObject, ULong uICurrentMemAllocator);
void MemUsagePerSS(GmmSubSystemld tCurrentSSld);
void MemMonitor(void);

Only the member functions Getlnstance and MemMonitorare implemented and the other
functions are not applicable anymore and are implemented as stub functions to prevent
unreserved externals. None of the functions described in the next paragraphs are member
functions. Also there are no private or public data members within the class
GmmMemoryManager. One single "overall" instance of the class is created and this is the
central entry point for users of special features of the memory allocator. As said, only the
member functions MemMonitor and Getlnstance can be used (for now). Note: When speaking
about memory manager instances, the definition of section 5.4.1 is meant. That is, a memory
manager instance is a pair of GmmMemMan structs, one managing small containers, the
other large containers, that cover a part of the memory space.

Within the constructor of the class GmmMemoryManager the function void InitMemMan(void)
is called. Inside this function the tuned values of the several memory allocator instances are
used to construct one or several memory manager instances. For every memory allocator
instance it calls the function ConstructMemoryManager(.. .). This function lays down the
bookkeeping data structures of the associated instance, meaning that both the structures of
type GmmMemManData are initialised. Appendix 4 shows the layout of a particular memory
allocator instance after the function ConstructMemoryManager is performed.

After this initialisation phase the memory allocator is ready to receive (de-)allocation requests
through its interface functions.

5.6.2 Functional structure: allocation path
The following diagram shows the interface allocation functions and lowlevel allocation
functions of the memory allocator.
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Figure 5. 17: Functional structure allocation path

The interface functions are discussed in section 4. For monitor functionality an additional
overloaded new interface is defined. This interface is explained in section 5.7. The four
overloaded operators new are numbered. All these functions map to one general allocation
function void'" CommonToAIIAllocs(GmmRequestData'" cLocaIRequestData). A structure of
type GmmRequestData is used to pass information between the interface functions and the
general allocation routines. This structure is defined as follows:

typedefstruct GmmRequestData{
ULong ulSize;
UByte ubSubSysID;
Char chFile[MAJCFlLE_LENGTH};
Char chClass[MAX_CLASS_LENGTH};
UWord uwLine;

}

The ulSize field is used to pass the exact size of the request. This size is not rounded to a
tuned value yet. UbSubSyslD contains the subsystem that made the request.

The fields chFile, chClass and uwLine are all used for the monitoring mode. UwLine and
chFile indicate at which line and in which file the request was made. The chClass field
contains the class name for which the memory block is allocated. Note that these monitoring
possibilities are only applicable when the information is actually passed Le. the appropriate
allocation function is used, see section 5.7.
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The main purposes of the function CommonToAIIAliocs are: to determine from which
container area of which memory allocator instance the requested block must be taken, and to
round the requested size to the proper tuned value and find out the matching tuned value
index.
Once the proper container area and tuned value index are known this information is passed to
the function void* LowLevelAlloc(ULong ulVxlndex, GmmMemManData* pcLoca/Struct). The
data structures for the concerning container area are passed by means of the associated data
structure of type GmmMemManData. The fields of this structure are already explained in
section 5.4.1. The function LowLevelAlioc allocates a block of the specified size from the
specified container area by using the GmmMemManData structure as an entry point to access
freelists and other things.
As Figure 2.1 shows the Vx_Freelists and container free lists are implemented as stacks and
can be accessed by their push and pop functions. LowLevelAlloc allocates a block of memory
on the basis of the procedure explained in section 5.5.

5.6.3 Functional structure: deallocation path
The following diagram shows the interface deallocation functions and lowlevel deallocation
functions of the memory allocator.

I
CommonToAIIDeletes

La

pAddress. GmmMemManData
-VxFreeListPop , I
-VxFreeUstPush I .
~~~~~eListPop ~;ow~~veIFree

.------

Figure 5. 18: Functional structure deallocation path
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The interface functions are discussed in section 4. All these functions map to one general
deallocation function void" CommonToAIIFrees(void" pAddress). The address of the block that
has to be freed is passed by the high-level interface functions. The function
CommonToAIlFrees determines in which container area of which memory management
instance the address lies in. If the container area has been determined the function void
LowLeveIFree(void" pFreeAddress, GmmMemManData" pcLoca/Struct) is called with the
appropriate container area and the block address as parameters. The associated container
area is passed by means of its accompanying data structure of type GmmMemManData. The
function LowLevelFree deallocates a block of memory referenced by pFreeAddress via the
GmmMemMan data structure as described in section 5.5.

The different "private" functions that are used by the main (de-)allocation routines are listed in
appendix 5.

5.7 Monitoring
One of the requirements is the possibility to monitor the memory usage. In general there are a
number of things that can be monitored:

• the total memory utilisation,
• the memory usage per subsystem,
• memory usage per blocksize,
• memory usage per class type
• etc.

It is up to the user of the memory allocator to decide which information must be monitored.
Therefore a generic framework is set up to support monitoring. In a normal situation, where
the new operator is not overloaded, only the size of the request is passed. In this case there is
no way to tell from which subsystem the request came. Therefore to monitor specific
information one of the allocation API's must be used. The current situation for e-4TV is that for
every allocation a memory allocator parameter (uIMemAllocator) is containing the ID of the
subsystem that made the request. If more detailed infonnation is required like file, line and
class name a specific API must be available. Therefore another overloaded new interface
function is defined:

void* operator new(Ulnt uiSize,ULong ulMemAllocator, Char chLocClass[8], Char
chLocFile[8], UWord uwLocLine)

If a macro "NEW" is used to allocated memory, the file and line information can be passed to
this API function, without the user knowing it. The reason is that pre-defined macros
"_FILE_", "_L1NE_" are available at compile time for every C/C++ compiler. The NEWO
macro may use them without the developer knowing it. The same applies for the name of the
class being allocated, the NEW macro can explicitly put it in the "chLocClass" argument of the
new operator defined above. Example:

#define NEW(ulMemAllocator, class) new(ulMemAllocator, class, _FILE--J _L1NE_) class

The advantage is that this macro: "NEWO" can be redefined per subsystem or file to control
the amount of information monitored on subsystem/file basis.

To store the request information that is passed, a separate memory allocator instance is used.
This is done to prevent pollution of the instance that is being monitored. This way the layout of
the instance that is being monitored stays the same with or without monitoring. When for
instance a block of memory exceeds its limit, due to a programming error, the data of the
neighbouring block is overwritten. If monitoring data is also put in the regarding memory
instance it is not guaranteed that the to be overwritten neighbouring block is the same.
Because of this there is a possibility that faults that come to the fore without monitoring do not
emerge if monitoring is performed.

The monitoring information is stored in a hashtable. Figure 5.19 shows the hashtable.
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Figure 5.19: Hashtable structure used for monitoring

One hashtable is applied for every memory allocator instance. If more instances are used then
the regarding hashtables are all put in one monitoring instance.
A hashtable must be able to support the whole address range of all memory allocator
instances. However it is not likely that a whole instance is filled with data. In general only the
end parts are filled. Because of this the hashtable can become unbalanced with a lot of nodes
at the end points and no nodes in the middle. For this reason a hashfunction must be used
that causes the table to be balanced. Actually a simple modulo calculation entails this
property:

Hashlndex = (Address -StartAddress )Mod(HashTableSize)
4

Where Address is the address of the memory block for which the information is stored,
StartAddress is the beginaddress of the associated memory allocator instance and
HashTableSize is the ''vertical'' size of the hashtable see Figure 5.19. If HashTableSize is
small relative to the instance the hashtable will be properly balanced. The division by 4 is
applied because only blockssizes that are a multiple of four can be allocated.

The nodes that are stored in the hashtable have the following layout:

typedef struct GmmMonitorData{
void *pAddress;
GmmMonitorData *pNext;
GmmRequestData cReqData;

};
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The pAddress field contains the address of the memory block, this field is used to find the
correct information for the appropriate block. PNext is a pointer to the next node within the
hashtable. The structure of type GmmRequestData is already explained in section 5.6.2.
This structure can be extended if more information is requested, for instance a void" Gal/erlD
field can be added which identifies, by performing a stack trace, the memory user that made
the request. This is not yet done for the current implementation.

The monitor memory allocator instance is constructed in the same way as any other instance.
However because there a only two sizes used, one for the single primary hashtable and one
for its nodes, only one container area is used.

For every request a monitor node is allocated and added to the hashtable. This is done within
the function CommonToAIIAliocs. The block of memory is allocated first and the address
returned by the allocator is used to store the information of the request in the hashtable. To
retrieve information the hashtable must be searched. For instance if the memory usage per
subsystem is required the hastable must be walked through to look at all subsystem fields of
the GmmRequestData structure.

5.8 MUlti-threading issues
In multi threading environments like the e-4TV settop box it is very important to identify the
critical sections. For the allocator the easiest way to deal with this is to make the allocation
and deallocation interfaces critical actions. However a critical action must be made as short as
possible because no other thread can allocate or deallocate memory in the meantime. If
critical actions are not properly identified the settop box can become slow or even crash due
to a stall error which arises from some sort of timeout.

Most data structures used for memory management of a particular memory manager
instance, can only be manipulated by one thread in a certain time interval. The data structures
that are only used for looking up, like the roundtable and the valuetable are of no concern. For
instance if a certain thread allocates a block of memory the regarding tuned value index is
calculated and subsequently the accompanying Vx_Freelist is accessed. If for instance the
regarding freelist has only one entry a problem could arise because first a check is performed
if the Vx_Freelist is empty and after that the address is taken from the Vx_Freelist. If the
thread is suspended right after the check and before the seize of the address another thread
that becomes active can allocate the same size and therefore takes the same address which
of course is not allowed. The same sort of problem occurs for a number of data structures
including the container headers.

5.8.1 Mutual exclusion within the allocation path
On the level of the allocation interfaces no common data structures are manipulated so there
is not need to make them critical actions. On the level of CommonToAIiAllocs (see Figure
5.17) the right container area and the tuned value index are determined. Both actions make
use of some of the common data structures but only for lookup purposes. However in the
monitoring mode for every allocated block a node is added to the hashtable. This addition is
performed within CommonToAIIAllocs and is a critical action because the node is added the a
linked list of nodes and the next node can disappear in the meantime. Thus, in de normal
mode, Le. without monitoring, there are no critical actions within the function
CommonToAIIAllocs. The next function is LowlevelAlloc. This function accesses almost all the
data structures and headers, both for reading and writing. Actually the only purpose of
LowlevelAlloc is the manipulation of the data structures and therefore it is one critical action.

5.8.2 Mutual exclusion within the deallocation path
The deallocation process is, with respect to identifying critical actions, more or less the same
as the allocation process. Again there is no need to make the interface functions critical
actions. The function CommonToAIIFrees (see Figure 5.18) in normal mode only reads from
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most internal data structures but no writing is done. In the monitoring mode however, an
information node is removed from a hashtable, which is a critical action.
The function LowlevelFree is comparable with LowlevelAlloc and can also be seen as one
critical action.

5.8.3 Synchronisation primitive
Now that the critical actions are known a proper method for insulating them must be found.
Because both LowLevelAlloc and LowLevelFree do not perform searches (0(1)) and contain
only a few instructions mutual exclusion is achieved by disabling all interrupts during execution
of these functions. This is done because a threadswitch (suspending the current thread and
executing another) is performed by using an interrupt. This way there will be no threadswitch
during allocation and deaJlocation. For the e-4TV settop box environment interrupts can be
enabled and disabled by using the following splx statements:

ULong ulMask=: :splx(MAXjLEV);
{

Critical Action;
}
::splx(ulMask);

5.9 Errorhandling
For errorhandling the framework of the currently memory allocator is used.
If an error occurs within the memory allocator, the errorhandler of the allocator is called. All
errors from the allocator are fatal errors and therefore the overall fatal error handler is called.
The following function is used within the memory allocator to access the errorhandler.

void GmmErrorHandler(Ulnt uiErrorld, ULong ulMemAllocator)

ulMemAllocator indicates the memory allocator that is passed with the request that caused the
error. uiErrorld indicates the error number that occurred. This can be one of the following
numbers:

Errorld MeaninQ
Ox01 Not used yet.
Ox02 GmmReQuestToBiq: The requested block is to larqe
Ox03 GmmlnvalidExtensionRequest: Extension request but GMM EXTENSION is not set
Ox04 GmmNoTunedValue: There is no tuned value for the request
Ox05 GmmCalcLargelndex: No large tuned value can be found with function

CalclndexLargeBlocks
Ox06 GmmPointerOutOfRanqe: Pointer to be freed is out of ranqe
Ox07 GmmHashNodeNotFound: Hash node is not found for returned address
Ox08 GmmFreeListOverFlow: Overflow of a certain Vx FreeList has occurred
Ox09 GmmFreeListEmpty: Tried to pop a Vx Freelist that is empty
OxOa GmmOutOfBaseMemorv: Out of Base memory
OxOb GmmOutOfMHegMemory: Out of EXTENSION memory
OxOc GmmDeleteNullPtr: Tried to delete NULL pointer
OxOd GmmlnvalidSSNr: The SUbsystem number of the memallocator parameter is greater

than GmmNrOfSS
OxOe GmmOutOfMonMemory: Out of monitor memory

Table 1: List of possible fatal errors from the memory allocator

The allocator's errorhandler performs the following steps
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• In DEBUG mode:
print a debug message that corresponds with uiErrorld

• In non DEBUG mode:
fill the data structure of the fatal error handler and call the fatal error handler

In debug mode the fatal errorhandler is not called because negative tests are performed in
this mode to verify if the errorhandler of the allocator is called properly.
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6. Results and measurements

In this chapter the new allocator, as it has been described in the previous sections, is
compared with the currently used allocator of e-4TV. The measurements concern timing and
memory utilisation.

6.1 Timing
For real time multithreaded environments it is very important that the applied dynamic
(de)allocation algorithms are very fast.
To obtain a representative measurement, a number of different tests are performed. For the
tests the allocation interfacemalloc_maisused.This is done because all the allocation
interfaces map to one common allocation routine, both for the current and new memory
allocator. Therefore all the allocation interface functions are, more or less, using the same
amount of time for an allocation. By using malloc_ma the subsystem id can be passed so that
the allocators can also be tested for all the subsystems. Another advantage of using this
allocation interface function is that the desired size can be passed directly (unlike with the new
operator).
To measure the deallocation process the interface function freeO is used. Like with the
allocation process both the free and delete interface functions map to one common
deallocation function. It therefore does not matter which deallocation function is used.
However the C function free is used because this function is, of course, used in combination
with the C function malloc_ma.
For the timing test a representative allocation trace is used. This is done by using the
budgeting information that is used for the current memory allocator for a specific e-4TV
release. Both allocators are build in the final mode4

, meaning that no allocation information is
kept.
To measure the elapsed time the internal 54 Mhz clock is used. The total overhead of the
used start and stop timer-functions is 3 micro seconds.

Bufferpool allocation
A timing per subsystem is performed. This means that all the sizes budgeted for the buffers in
all bufferpools of a certain subsystem are allocated consecutively. For every subsystem it is
measured how long this allocation takes. The following pseudo-code represents the test.

for (every subsystem)
{

Reset TotaCAllocated;
for (all bujferpools ofcurrent subsystem)
(

for(all bujfers within regarding bujferpool)
(

Reset timer;
Begin critical section (splx);
StartTimer();

Allocate block o/memory with current bufferpool-size;
StopTimer();

End critical section (splx);
Add allocation time to TotaCAllocated;

}
}
Print (TotaCAllocated);

}

The allocation (malloc_ma) is made a critical section because it is not allowed that interrupts
occur (due to timers etc.) during allocation.

4 This configuration is used within the final product that will be delivered to the customer.
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The test is performed for both the current and new memory allocator. The results are
combined in the following diagram.

Buffer allocation with allocation as critical section
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Figure 6.1: Timing of buffer allocation with allocation as critical section

Some subsystems are not used and therefore no memory is budgeted for them.
The diagram shows that the new memory allocator is about twice as fast as the currently used
memory allocator concerning buffer allocation.

Bufferpool deallocation
To determine the deallocation speed of both memory allocators the previously allocated
memory is freed in one go. The total time for deallocation of all subsystems is measured. The
following pseudo-code represents the deallocation test.

Reset TotaCDealiocated;
foreall previously allocated blocks)
(

Reset timer;
Begin critical section (splx);
StartTimer();

Deallocate block o/memory;
StopTimer();
End critical section (splx);
Add deallocation time to TotaCDealiocated;

}
Print(TotaCDealiocated);

For the new memory allocator this freeing takes 114 milli-seconds. The current allocator
needs 880 milli-seconds to do this. This means that the new allocator is about 7.7 times faster
with respect to deallocation.

Heap allocation
The heap functionality of the current memory allocator is rarely used. Nevertheless a timing
test is performed. Again the budgeting information is used to measure the time needed for
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heap allocation. For every sUbsystem the total budgeted heap size is allocated in blocks of 96
bytes (arbitrary). Note that the new memory allocator does not make a difference between
heap and bufferpool allocation. The code below is used for the test.

for (every subsystem)
(

Reset TotaCAllocated;
foreall budgeted heap memory ofcurrent subsystem)
(

Reset timer;
Begin critical section (splx);
StartTimer();

Allocate block ofmemory from heap;
StopTimer();

End critical section (splx);
Add allocation time to TotaCAllocated;

}
}
Print (TotaCAllocated);

}

The test is performed for both the current and new memory allocator. The results are
combined in the following diagram.
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Figure 6.2: Timing of heap allocation

The diagram shows that the new memory allocator is about 1.3 times faster as the currently
used memory allocator if memory is obtained from a heap.

Heap deallocation
To determine the heap deallocation speed the total allocated memory is deallocated in one go.
Again the new memory allocator does not make a difference between heap or buffer
deallocation. The pseudo-code of the buffer pool allocation is also applicable in this situation.
The new allocator needs 4.2 milli-seconds to free all allocated memory. The current allocator
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does the allocation in 30 milli-seconds. Meaning that the current allocator is, again. about 7.5
times faster with respect to deallocation.

Worst case allocation and deallocation time
To ensure predictable performance it is very important to have an acceptable worst case
allocation and deallocation time. It is no problem that, for some reason, a (de-}allocation
occasionally costs more time than average but this worst case allocation time can not be too
large and this situation may not occur very often. The following pseudo-code represents this
test.

for (every subsystem)
{

Reset TotaCAllocated;
for (all bufferpools ofcurrent subsystem)
(

for(all buffers within current bufferpool)
(

Reset timer;
Begin critical section (splx);
StartTimer();

Allocate block ofmemory with current bufferpool-size;
StopTimer();

End critical section (splx);
if(CurrencAllocation time is greater than Max_Allocation time)

Max_Allocation::CurrenCAllocation;
}

}
Print (Max_Allocation);

}

The measured maximum allocation time for the new memory allocator is 229 micro seconds.
For the currently used allocator this worst case time is 226 micro seconds. For deallocation at
most 151 microseconds is spend by the new allocator. The current allocator needs maximally
246 micro seconds to do this.

6.2 Memory efficiency
In this paragraph a comparison with regard to memory utilisation is made between the two
memory allocators.

Worst case memory usage
For both memory allocators the budgeted worst case dynamic memory usage must be
reserved. This means that the worst case memory usage of every subsystem is summed. This
is a very pessimistic estimation because in this situation all subsystems must be active at the
same moment and they all must utilise their maximum budgeted memory. This situation is not
likely to occur.
The actual worst case dynamic memory usage at a certain time is difficult to determine. -rhere
are two possibilities to determine this real maximum.

The first possibility is to make a Markov model of the memory behaviour of the settop box.
The space of possible states of memory is viewed as a graph, with a node for each
configuration of allocated and free blocks. There is a start state, representing empty memory,
and a transition probability for each possible allocation size. For the used placement policy,
there will be a known transition from a given state for any possible allocation or deallocation
request. The state reached by each possible allocation is another configuration of memory.
The largest memory state (node) in this case is known and represents the actual worst case
dynamic memory usage. For practical distributions (like the e-4TV distribution) however, the
Markov model becomes inconceivably large and therefore can not be used. There are a
number of publications about mathematical models representing the memory usage. However
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they assume that the distribution is known or they take a, more or less, trivial distribution
(uniform, exponential etc.) that is unlikely to be representative for the e-4TV distribution. The
publications are not referenced here because they are not applied. The overall perception of
mathematical description of memory behaviour in a real life situation is that it is not
representative for real programs and to complex too be applied [WIL9S].

The other approach to determine the actual maximum memory usage is to perform a worst
case (duration-) test. This test must bring about the maximum memory usage. However this
test is not available yet.
Thus, for now, the highly pessimistic worst case memory usage must be reserved. For the
current memory allocator this memory usage is the sum of all budgeted requests that are
rounded to the nearest power of two. For the new memory allocator this memory usage is also
the sum of all budgeted requests but now rounded to the nearest tuned value. The next
diagram ~ves the worst case memory amount that must be reserved for three different
baselines.
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Figure 6.3: Worst case memory usage for different baselines

The real request values represent the unrounded worst case budgeted sizes and are obtained
by using the budgeting tool of e-4TV. The worst case memory that must be reserved for the
current memory allocator is, of course, also determined by the budgeting tool. For the new
memory allocator the maximum memory usage is obtained by rounding the real request to the
regarding tuned values. To verify this the total budget of one of the baselines is allocated
using the new allocator.

The actual memory usage for the new memory allocator is far less than the reserved memory.
For instance the Measat V2 baseline did not exceed a memory usage of 355 kb during an
extensive duration test of 60 hours while the budgeted memory use is 637 kb. However the
duration test can strictly speaking not be seen as a worst case test. As said before probably a
worst case test must be thought out.

The profit that is gained by changing the list of tuned values for each baseline is very little
because the memory distribution of the several baseline do not diverge very much. However
when a "strange" size is frequently requested for it is advisable to make this size a tuned
value. For instance a previous version of one of the modules used 250 blocks of 208 bytes. In
this case it is profitable to make 208 a tuned value.

5 A baseline is a configuration of the settop box for a particular customer.
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Memory overhead
The memory overhead for the current memory allocator is about 46 kb due to the heap and
buffer structures. For the new memory allocator the static overhead per memory manager
instance is about 6kb. Appendix 4 visualises the structures that cause this overhead. The
overhead per container is 4 bytes. The maximum memory usage of the small container area is
about 180 kb. The small containersize is 1060 meaning that the maximal number of
containers that are in use is 170 yielding 680 bytes of memory overhead. The memory usage
of the large container area is about 170 kb. With a large containersize of 33 kb the memory
overhead is a negligible 20 bytes. Therefore the total overhead for the new allocator is about
7kb.
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7. Conclusions and recommendations

In this chapter a number of conclusions and recommendations with regard to the discussed
memory allocator are given.

7.1 Conclusions
In this report a new memory allocator is proposed that improves upon the currently used
memory allocator. Some features:

• The internal fragmentation, due to rounding of requests, is reduced by an average of 70%
compared to the currently used memory allocator.

• The new memory allocator introduces very little overhead due to memory management
data structures. This is due to the fact that one header of four bytes is used for a number of
memory blocks and that freelists are embedded in unused memory. The overhead is
reduced by 85 % with regard to the currently used allocator. (Abs.: 46 kb for the current
allocator versus 7 kb for the new one).

• Real-time predictable performance is guaranteed. All allocation and deallocation routines
are of constant time. The allocation interfaces of the new allocator are about twice as fast
as the same interfaces of the current allocator. The deallocation interfaces have become
about 7.5 times faster.

• The memory allocator does not need a complex API. Actually the standard C/C++ API's
can be used. However for backward compatibility reasons the more complex (de)allocation
API's of the current memory allocator are still supported.

• The memory is used more dynamically than with the current allocator. For instance free
memory is exchanged between different sizes because of deferred coalescing. This
eliminates the requirement for detailed budgeting, only the overall memory needs must be
known.

• There is no question of growing external fragmentation. The bufferpool method of the
current memory allocator also does not suffer from growing fragmentation either.

• Less detailed budgeting is required. Because of the reasons explained in section 6.2 a very
worst case memory area must be reserved. This worst case memory area is on average
130 kb smaller than for the current allocator nevertheless it is far from representative for
the real maximum memory usage. When a good worst case memory usage test is
available the memory gain will be substantially larger.

• Monitoring of memory can be performed more easily because the memory is more
accessible (no "hidden" pSOS memory management functionality is used).

• The new allocator can suffer from internal fragmentation within the various containers. This
is caused by the fact that containers are not completely full. For the situation where no
good worst case test is available this is no problem because the worst case memory usage
is reserved anyway. In the case that memory is reserved that is representative for the real
maximum memory usage this problem could come to the fore. However, as it was said
before, the e-4TV allocation behaviour is ramp and peak like, meaning that containers in
general will be filled and subsequently freed completely. In practice this assumption is
confirmed because only very few containers are not filled completely at a certain time.
Appendix 6 shows the original printed memory layout (in container resolution) after a 60
hour duration test. The printout shows that there are only a few size that have more than
one, not completely filled, container. Of course for every size there will be one not
completely filled container.
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7.2 Recommendations/optimisations

• For every tuned value a Vx_Freelist exists. These Vx_Freelists are not embedded in free
space, like e.g. the freelists within each container, but are static arrays. This is done
because the entries of these freelists are pointing to the first nodes of the embedded
container freelists which are already embedded in free space. Actually a Vx_Freelist is not
a real freelist but a list that contains references to containers that hold blocks of a certain
size. For this reason it is not possible to reduce the static overhead due to these
Vx_Freelist.

However there is another reason to make the Vx_Freelist (virtually) embedded within
containers. The Vx_Freelists must be large enough to support the worst case number of
used containers for a certain size because there is a possibility that all containers are not
completely filled and therefore are put in the regarding Vx_Freelist. This means that the
sizes of the lists must be known in advance. If the Vx_Freelist were embedded in the
containers then there sizes would grow dynamically with each container for that regarding
tuned value. The static overhead due to the lists is not reduced this way but it is no longer
necessary to determine their sizes in advance. This feature requires a container header of
12 bytes instead of 4 bytes and more extensive bookkeeping. Note however that the
overflow of a Vx_Freelist can indicate a memory leakage and therefore can be seen as a
sort of memory monitoring. Moreover even if these lists are made very big (much larger
than ever necessary), still very little overhead is introduced «10kb).

• To determine the tuned values for a certain configuration of the e-4TV software stack a
measuring mode of the memory allocator could be helpful. Nevertheless a range of tuned
values containing a lot of small values will do fine. The memory that will be gained by
redefining the tuned value for a specific baseline is not dramatically much. However if a
certain block size is requested a lot, it is profitable to make this size a tuned value.
Therefore some sort of knowledge about the memory requests is desired (e.g. already
take memory usage into account in the design fase).

• To trace memory problems due to misbehaviour of the memory users some extension of
the allocator is required. For instance if a memory user uses more memory than he had
allocated some other data will be overwritten. One common way to trace this
misbehaviour is to allocate an extra four bytes for each request and put a unique flag at
the end of each block. If a memory user uses more memory than he had requested for the
flag will (probabl!) be overwritten. This fault can be checked when a block is deleted.
However if the block that overwrites the flag is not deleted for a long time (or never) then
this fault will not come to the fore other then as unpredictable behaviour of the settop box.
Therefore it is desirable to have the possibility to check on overwritten flags at arbitrary
times. To achieve this the hash-table used for monitoring can be applied, because all
blocks that are in use at a certain point in time are stored there. The hash-table can be
walked through to check each allocated block to see if it has crossed its boundary. This
check can for instance be performed by pressing a button on the remote control. By doing
this the check can be added to a duration tese.

• Implement new macros (see section 5.7) and prescribe the use of a constant per file,
describing the subsystem name.

6 The possibility exists that a memory user allocates too much memory but still not overwrites
the flag because an unused gap exists between the valid data and the data that is placed in
illegal memory.
7 A duration test runs on a host PC and uses a script that contains remote control actions.
These actions are executed by a sort of remote control that is connected to the host PC.
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Glossary

API:::: Application Programming Interface.

ASA·lab.:::: Advanced Systems and Applications Laboratory.

Bufferpool :::: PSOS memory region used for dynamic memory allocation. This region is
formatted to be used for one size only.

Container:::: Memory area with predefined fixed size that is used to store blocks of one size.

Containerfreelist:::: List that contains addresses of the containers that are entirely free.

Containerheader :::: Header that contains information about the regarding container.

DVB:::: Digital Video Broadcasting.

Eeprom:::: Electrical Erasable Programming ROM.

Embedded container freelist :::: Freelist embedded inside container that holds the
addresses of the free blocks within that container.

EPG :::: Electronic Programme Guide (graphical user interface for easier access to DVB
programmes).

External fragmentation:::: Memory loss due to mix up of blocks of different sizes.

Flash EPROM:::: Non-volatile, electrically erasable and rewritable memory.

Heap:::: PSOS memory region used for dynamic memory allocation. This region is a linear
range of memory that can be used for all sizes.

IC :::: Integrated Circuit.

Internal fragmentation:::: Memory loss due to rounding of a request to a certain predefined
value.

LIFO order:::: Last In First Out order.

Memory manager instance:::: Memory area used for a certain functionality of the settop box.
There is always a memory manager instance for the Base
functionality.

MHEG :::: Multimedia and Hypermedia information coding Experts Group.

MPEG :::: Moving Picture Experts Group.

OMT :::: Object Modelling Technique.

pSOS :::: Real time operating system used for the e-4TV settop box.

RF:::: Radio Frequency.

Roundtable:::: Table that is used to round a certain request value to the nearest tuned value.

Smart Card:::: A card that gains access to the services of the provider. This card enables
subscriber verification.
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Subsystem = Group of modules that together realise a certain functionality of the settop box.

Tag field = Bit field situated at the end of each allocated block. The field indicates the status
of the block i.e. if it is in use or not. Tag fields are often used in combination with
coalescing.

Task = A task represents the execution of a sequential program or a sequential component of
a concurrent program. Each task deals with a sequential thread of execution; there is
no concurrency within a task.

Tuned value = A predefined value that is used to round to. A series of tuned values are used
for each container area.

Valuetable =Table that contains the tuned values of a certain (half) memory manager
instance i.e. of a certain container area.

Vx_Freelist = List that contains addresses of containers, used for a specific size, that are in
use and not completely filled.
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Appendix 1: Memory management methods

Sequential fits

Examples:
first-, next-, best-, worst fit

Freelist

........ .o h

1------11

......~--..

=Free

= In use

•..................~~~~

, .

Summary:

In general one free list is used to keep the addresses of all free blocks in memory. When a
block of memory is requested the first fit implementation searches the freelist from the
beginning and grabs the first block that is equal to or greater than the requested size. When a
block is deallocated the address is put in the freelist. The next fit implementation does not
search the freelist from the beginning each time a request is made but it searches the freelist
starting at the point where the last request was satisfied. Best fit takes the best matching free
block for a certain request and worst fit always takes the largest block available. There are
several slightly different implementations of the discussed sequential fits. In general the block
that is fetched from the freelist is larger than the request. A commonly used method is that this
superfluous memory is returned to the freelist.

Further reading: [GEU94, KNU97]
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Continuation Memory management methods

Segregated Freelists

Examples:
Exact lists, Strict size classes with rounding, Size classes with range lists.

RAM

L

r--~

FreeUst I :....~
r-----""L- I :

-------:1
L-~-----""""""""""""",:I

...................... I
l-J1----ofII r~11~I I

I
I

: .....~I------1\'1

= In use

Summary:

With this strategy a number of predefined sizes have there own freelist. When a block of
memory is freed, it is simply pushed onto the freelist for that size. It is important to note that
blocks are logically segregated in terms of indexing, but usually not physically segregated in
terms of storage. Segregated fits schemes fall into three general categories:
• Exact lists: For every possible size there is a freelist available. This can, of course, result

in a very large number of freelists.
• Sizes are grouped into classes (e.g. powers of two). For every size class a free list exists.

Requests are rounded to the nearest size class, introducing internal fragmentation.
• Multiple freelists that each support a range of sizes. The freelists are searched

sequentially using one of the classic techniques described in the previous appendix.
The segregated freelist strategy in general is very fast but, if a lot of rounding has to be done,
memory loss is introduced as a result of internal fragmentation.

Further reading: [WIL95]
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Continuation Memory management methods

Buddy systems

Examples:
binary-, Fibonacci-, weighted- and double bUddy system

............. 2m

............. 2m-1

............. 2m-2

............. 2m-3

II = In use
U =Free
o =Split

Summary:

Buddy systems are a variant of segregated lists that support a limited but efficient kind of
splitting and coalescing. The entire memory area is conceptually split into two large areas, and
those areas are further split into two smaller areas, and so on. For the binary buddy system
the areas are split up in sizes that are a power of two. Suppose a block of size ~-3
is needed (see figure above), then the block of size 2m is repeatedly divided into two blocks of
the same size until a block is available that has size zn-3. If a request does not have a size
that is a power of two it must be rounded to the nearest value that is, introducing intemal
fragmentation. If a block of memory is freed the (unique) buddy of that regarding block is
found (by means of a simple and fast address calculation) and if this buddy is also free the two
blocks will coalesce resulting in a larger free block. Again the buddy of this block is found and
if it is free another coalescing is performed etc. This process is performed recursively until the
regarding buddy is not free.
The Fibonacci buddy system uses values that are part of the Fibonacci series. This yields less
internal fragmentation but it is more time expensive to calculate the buddy. The weighted and
double buddy systems apply different values. However the overall idea is the same as for the
binary system.

Further reading: [BR080, CHA90, HIR73, KN065, KNU97, PET77, SHE74]
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Continuation Memory management methods

Handle Based with Compaction

AS c D E F Q Pointers used by memory users

RAM
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; ~
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1
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1
1
1
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1
1
1___ .J

L _

1 ------

Free

Summary:

This strategy eliminates internal- and external fragmentation by using more or less "brute
force". There is no question of internal fragmentation because requests are simply not
rounded. Emerging external fragmentation is solved by moving blocks until a hole turns up
that is large enough to satisfy the request. Because blocks of memory are being moved a level
of indirection in the form of handles are introduced. This way the memory users do not notice
these movements. In worst case, the whole memory area rnust be moved to satisfy a certain
request.

Further reading: [BAK95 ,BET91]
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Appendix 2: e-4TV organisation

Digital Receivers Group

r - - - - _.._..- - - - - ,
I I
I I e-4TV Project I

r - - - - - ::- - - - - \
I I
I I------------

SW Architecture Team ;ii-----+----
ill Z

HW Architecture Team ~!i-----t-----

Quality Team I

Purchasing Team. J
Integration & Test I Software Development

Subproject lii-----+----- Team

I
SW SubProjectI

SW: Software
HW: Hardware

I
SW SubProjectI I

SW SubProject

I
HW SUbP~jectl
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Appendix 3: Memory usage for different baselines

Wizja 1 Measat V1 Measat V1 Measat V2
(980401) final (980901)

Size # Size # Size # Size #
1 207 4 560 1 202 1 204
2 425 5 2 2 411 2 413
3 23 8 2725 3 23 3 23
4 52 10 10 4 53 4 58
5 6 12 4374 5 6 5 6
6 5 15 1 6 5 6 5
8 107 16 3064 8 114 8 117

10 18 20 4818 10 18 10 18
12 5339 24 229 12 5019 12 5084
15 1 28 397 15 1 15 1
16 3311 30 10 16 3061 16 3067
20 1267 32 560 20 999 20 1009
24 194 36 89 24 193 24 193
28 157 40 17 25 1 25 1
30 10 44 44 28 143 28 149
32 931 48 39 30 10 30 10
33 1 52 1085 32 205 32 208
36 155 56 135 36 150 36 150
40 35 60 72 40 34 40 34
44 19 64 108 44 18 44 19
48 116 68 34 48 176 48 176
52 765 72 124 52 680 52 689
56 44 76 506 56 41 56 43
60 31 80 14 60 527 60 529
64 608 84 80 64 107 64 107
68 38 88 4 68 38 68 38
72 29 92 30 72 131 72 29
76 116 96 592 76 10 76 116
80 142 100 2 80 109 80 110
84 211 104 65 84 199 84 203
88 5 108 4 88 7 88 7
92 31 112 9 92 31 92 31
96 134 116 55 96 132 96 132

100 5 120 33 100 5 100 5
104 201 124 6 104 196 104 197
108 32 128 38 108 32 108 32
112 13 132 15 112 12 112 12
116 56 136 3 116 55 116 56
120 21 144 9 120 21 120 21
124 9 148 2 124 9 124 9
128 75 152 3 128 73 128 76
132 120 156 1 132 116 132 117
136 3 160 14 136 3 136 3
144 4 164 2 140 1 140 1
148 13 168 3 144 4 144 4
152 3 184 1 148 12 148 12
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160 9 188 1 152 2 152 3
164 2 192 4 160 8 160 8
168 11 196 3 164 2 164 2
180 1 200 3 168 10 168 10
184 1 204 3 180 2 180 2
188 2 208 250 188 2 184 "I
192 2 216 6 192 4 188 2
196 10 224 1 196 10 192 2
200 2 228 13 200 1 196 10
204 5 232 1 204 4 200 2
212 10 240 2 212 10 204 4
216 29 244 1 216 28 212 10
220 1 248 1 220 1 216 28
224 2 255 14 224 1 220 1
228 12 256 29 228 12 224 2
232 1 276 1 232 1 228 12
238 1 296 1 238 1 232 1
240 1 312 1 240 "I 238 1
244 7 320 1 244 7 240 2
248 1 328 1 248 1 244 7
252 1 332 2 252 1 248 1
255 14 336 250 255 14 252 1
256 29 360 1 256 29 255 14
260 1 372 1 260 1 256 29
280 1 384 2 280 1 260 1
288 "I 388 1 288 1 280 1
296 1 392 1 296 1 288 1
316 1 404 1 312 1 296 1
320 1 416 1 316 "I 312 1
332 1 420 1 320 1 316 1
340 1 440 1 328 1 320 1
356 1 452 1 332 1 332 1
360 1 508 1 356 1 340 1
384 1 512 1 384 1 356 1
392 2 580 1 392 2 384 1
396 1 676 1 404 "I 392 2
404 1 688 1 408 1 404 1
408 1 720 5 420 1 408 1
420 1 740 1 424 1 420 1
424 1 792 2 448 "I 424 1
456 1 912 1 480 3 448 1
480 2 920 1 508 1 480 3
504 1 924 1 512 3 508 1
508 1 980 1 676 1 512 3
512 3 996 1 700 1 676 1
676 1 1000 2 720 2 700 1
700 1 1020 27 740 1 720 2
720 2 1100 1 916 1 780 1
780 1 1144 1 920 1 916 1
916 1 1200 1 924 1 920 1
920 1 1800 1 960 1 924 1
924 1 2048 3 1000 1 960 1
960 1 2080 1 1004 1 1000 1
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1000 1 2600 4 1024 7 1004 1
1004 1 2880 1 1056 3 1024 7
1024 7 3000 3 1200 1 1056 3
1056 3 3360 1 1440 2 1200 1
1200 1 3776 1 1664 1 1440 2
1440 2 4096 1 1864 1 1472 3
1472 3 6000 1 2048 4 1664 1
1664 1 8192 6 2600 5 1864 1
1864 1 14000 2 2880 1 2048 4
2048 3 20160 1 3000 1 2600 5
2192 1 3808 1 2880 1
2600 5 4096 1 2968 3
2880 1 5600 1 3000 1
2968 3 6000 1 3808 1
3036 1 7860 1 4096 1
3808 "I 8000 1 5600 1
4096 1 8192 8 6000 1
5000 1 18720 1 7860 1
5600 1 8000 1
6000 2 8192 8
7860 1 18720 1
8000 1
8192 8

18720 1

Total 646994 844947 574001 591987
memory:
Total # 15328 20664 13622 13762
requests:
Average 42.209 40.889 42.137 43.016
request-
size:
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Appendix 4: Layout memory allocator instance
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Appendix 5: Function dictionary
static void InitMemMan(void); // Basic function to initialise all memory allocator instances.

static void Testlnit(void); II Used to prevent multiple inits.

static void ConstructMemoryManager(GmmMemManData*& pcLoca/StructSmall,
GmmMemManData*& pcLoca/StructLarge, ULong* pTempValTableSmall,
ULong* pTempNumTableSmall, ULong* pTempValTableLarge, ULong*
pTempNumTableLarge, ULong ulBeginAddress, ULong ulEndAddress,
ULong ulContainerSizeSmal1, ULong ulContainerSizeLarge, UByte
ubNr_Sma/L Vals, UByte ubNr_Large_ Vals);

II Basic construction function to makelinitialise a single memory allocator.

static void InitMonitorMemMan(GmmMemManData*& pcGmmMonitorStruct, ULong*
pValTable,ULong* pNumTable, ULong ulBeginAddress, ULong
ulEndAddress, ULong ulContainerSize,UByte ubNC Vals);

II Initialisation of monitor memory allocator instance.

static void CommonToAIIDeletes(void* pToDelete); II General deallocation routine.

static void* CommonToAIIAllocs(GmmRequestData* cLocaIRequestData);
II General allocation routine.

static void LowLeveIFree(void* pFreeAddress, GmmMemManData* pcLoca/Struc~;

II Lowlevel deallocation function.

static void* LowLevelAlloc(ULong ulVxlndex, GmmMemManData* pcLoca/Struct);
II Lowlevel allocation function.

static Bool DeleteMonitorNode(void *pAddress,GmmMemManData* pcLoca/Struct,
GmmMonitorData** pcHashTable);

II Deletes a monitor node from the specified hashtable.

inline static ULong CalculateBoundary(GmmMemManData* pcLoca/Struct, ULong
uIAddress);

II Calculates the boundary of the container where ulAddress lies in.

static GmmContHeader* GetHeader(GmmMemManData* pcLoca/Struct,ULong uIAddress);
II Returns the header address of the container where ulAddress lies in.

inline static void VXFreelistPush(GmmMemManData* pcLoca/Struct, ULong ulVxlndex,
ULong uIValue);

II Push ulValue on the specified Vx_Freelist.

inline static ULong VxFreelistPop(GmmMemManData* pcLoca/Struct, ULong uIVxlndex);
II Pop a value from the specified Vx_Freelist.

inline static Ubyte GetCurrentVxlndex(GmmMemManData* pcLoca/Struct, ULong
uIVxlndex);

II Get the index number of the top element of the specified Vx_Freelist.

static Bool VXFreelistlsEmpty(GmmMemManData* pcLoca/Struct, ULong uIVxlndex);
II Check if the specified Vx_Freelist is empty.

inline static void RemoveAndCompact(GmmMemManData* pcLoca/Struct,ULong u!Vxlndex,
UByte ublndexFirstNode);

II Remove entry from VX_Freelist and perform compaction to remove hole.
inline static Ubyte CalclndexLargeBlocks(ULong u/Size, GmmMemManData*

pcLoca/Struct);
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Continuation function dictionary

II Calculate the tuned value index belonging to ulSize for the specified container area.

inline static void ContFreeListPush(GmmMemManData* pLocalStruct, ULong uIAddress);
II Push address of empty container on associated container freelist.

static ULong ContFreeListPop(GmmMemManData* pLocaIStruc~;

II Pop address of an empty container from the container freelist.

static void VXFreelistPrintNr_Entries(GmmMemManData* pcLocalStruct, ULong
uIVxlndex);

II Print number of entries of a certain Vx_Freelist.

static void VXFreelistPrintEntries(GmmMemManData* pcLocalStruct, ULong uIVxlndex);
II Print entries (addresses) of a certain Vx_Freelist.

static void VXFreelistPrintEntriesHeader(GmmMemManData* pcLocalStruct, ULong
u!Vxlndex);

II Prints the containerheader specified by every address in the Vx_Freelist.

static void PrintnrofSameContainers(GmmMemManData* pcLocalStruct, ULong
uIVxlndex);

II Prints the number of containers that are containing blocks of the specified size.

static void PrintMemoryMap(GmmMemManData* pLocaIStruc~;

IIPrints half a memory map of a certain instance. The headers of the containers are printed.

static void PrintTotalBaseMemoryMapO;
II Prints the whole base memory allocator instance. The headers of the containers are printed.

static void PrintSameContainers(GmmMemManData* pcLocalStruct, ULong uIVxlndex);
II Prints all containerheaders of containers that hold blocks of the same size.

static void PrintStruct(GmmMemManData* pcLocaIStruc~;

II Prints the fields and data structures referenced by this fields of pcLocalStruct.

static void ContainerPrintHeader(GmmMemManData* pcLocalStruct,ULong uIAddress);
II Prints the header fields of the specified container

static void ContFreeListPrintEntries(GmmMemManData* pcLocaIStruc~;

II Prints the nodes (addresses) of a containerfreelist.

static void PrintSSMemUsage();
II Prints the memory usage per subsystem

static ULong GmmMemoryManager::ResolveMemAllocator(const void* pObject, ULong
uICurrentMemAllocator);
II Empty member-function. Supported for backwards compatibility.

void GmmMemoryManager::ActivateSubSystem(GmmSubSystemld tCurrentSSId)
II Empty member-function. Supported for backwards compatibility.

void GmmMemoryManager::DeactivateSubSystem(GmmSubSystemId tCurrentSSId)
II Empty member-function. Supported for backwards compatibility.

void GmmMemoryManager::MemMonitor(void) IIBasic monitoring member function

GmmMemoryManager* GmmMemoryManager::GetinstanceO II entry point of allocator
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Appendix 6: Memory layout after duration test of 60 hours

riseginaddressI
------------------------------------------------------------------------

132, 8, 0 I 52, 20, 0 I 88, 12, 0 I 1, 1056, 0 I
------------------------------------------------------------------------

1, 80, 2 I 6, 160, 0 I 3, 340, 0 I 14, 44, 2 I
------------------------------------------------------------------------

5, 204, 0 I 20, 52, 0 I 14, 12, 0 I 9, 12, 2 I-------_ ...... ---_ ... - ... -_ ... -- -_ ... -_ ... -- ---- -_ ...... --- --- ... ----- ------_... --_ .. _... ----- -_ ...
22, 48, 0 I 6, 148, 2 I 16, 64, 0 I 2, 512, 0 I

... -_ ...... --------- _...... _.......... -----_ ...... -----_ ...... ------_ ........... -_ ... - - - - -- --- ------ ......---
3, 340, 0 I 5, 196, 0 I 33, 32, 0 I 66, 16, 0 I

... ---- --_ ..... -- -_ .. -- -- -_ .. -_ ... -_ ... -_ ... ----- _... --- --_ ... -- -----_ ...... -........... _........... -- -- _... -
6, 168, 0 I 1, 1056, 0 I 2. 512, 0 I 1. 1056, 0 I

------------------------------------------------------------------------
9, 56, 2 I 15, 68, 0 I 8, 128, 0 I 4, 256, 0 I

------------------------------------------------------------------------
1, 120, 2 I 31 , 28, 0 I 11, 92 , 0 I 5. 112, 2 I

------------------------------------------------------------------------
11, 96, 0 I 24, 24. 2 I 20, 52. 0 I 12, 84, 0 I

------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. 512, 0 I 5, 168. 2 I 1, 1056, 0 I 1, 228, 2 I

------------------------------------------------------------------------
1, 1056. 0 I 4. 132, 2 I 3, 340, 0 I 1, 1056, 0 I

------------------------------------------------------------------------
81, 12, 3 I 88, 12, 0 I 1, 1056, 0 I 1, 1056, 0 I

------------------------------------------------------------------------
1, 1056, 0 I 2, 512, 0 I 10, 104, 0 I 3, 160, 2 I

------------------------------------------------------------------------
9, 116, 0 I 9, 116, 0 I 9. 116. 0 I 88, 12, 0 I

------------------------------------------------------------------------
11, 92, 0 I 2. 512, 0 I 9, 116, 0 I 9, 116, 0 I

-------- --- --- ------- --- - --- --- ---- ---- -- -- ---- ----- --- --- --- -------- ---
9, 116, 0 I 2, 512, 0 I 1, 1056, 0 I 2, 116. 2 I

------------------------------------------------------------------------
8. 128. 0 I 88, 12, 0 I 16, 64, 0 I 11. 32, 3 I

---------- - - -- - - - - -- ----------------- --- --------- ----------- -----.- -- ---
4, 256, 0 I 26, 36, 2 I 10, 104, 0 I 1. 1056. 0 I

------------------------------------------------------------------------
1, 1056. 0 I 4, 128. 2 I 16. 64, 0 I 66, 16. 0 I

------ ---------------- --- ------------ -- ------------ -- ---- --- --- ---------
14, 64. 4 I FREE 15, 64. 6 I 13, 64, 3 I

------------------------------------------------------------------------
13, 64. 5 I 13, 64, 2 I 21, 16. 2 I 66, 16. 0 I

------------------------------------------------------------------------
15, 64, 1 I 8, 92, 2 I 88. 12, 0 I FREE I-------------------------------------------------- ---- ---- ---- ----------
52, 20, 0 I FREE 36, 16, 3 I 15, 52, 2 I

------------------------------------------------------------------------
11, 52. 3 I 1, 32. 2 I FREE 6, 104, 2 I-------------------------_ ... ----------------- -- ---------- ------ --- ---- ---

FREE FREE I 12, 84, 0 I FREE I
------------------------------------------------------------------------

FREE 4, 196, 2 I 13, 68, 2 I FREE I------- -- -- ----------------- -------- ----- ---- -- ------------ ------- ------
FREE 66, 16, 0 I FREE I 9, 96, 2 I

------------------------------------------------------------------------
FREE I 19, 52, 4 I 10, 32. 4 I FREE I

------------------------------------------------------------------------
10. 104, 0 I 5, 196, 0 I 16, 64, 0 I 1. 28, 2 I

------------------------------------------------------------------------
FREE I 20. 52, 0 I FREE I 88, 12, 0 I

------------------------------------------------------------------------
FREE I 66. 16, 0 I 10, 104. 0 I FREE

------------------------------------------------------------------------
FREE I 66, 16, 0 I FREE I FREE

88, 12, 0 I FREE 5, 196, 0 I 4, 256. 0 I
------------------------------------------------------------------------

FREE I FREE FREE FREE I
--- ------- -------- ---- ---------------- ---- --- ---- -- ------- --- -----------

FREE I 1, 512, 2 I 24, B, 2 I 11, 96, 0 I
------------------------------------------------------------------------

FREE I 10, 104, 0 I 4, 216, 0 I FREE I
------------------------------------------------------------------------

FREE I FREE FREE I 11, 96, 0 I
---- --- --- ------ -- ----- --- --- --- -- ------------ -_ .. - --- -------------------

FREE I 20, 52. 0 I FREE 10, 12, 2 I
-------- -- -- -------------------- ------------------------ ----------------

1, 48, 2 I FREE I 66, 16. 0 I FREE

--------------------------------------------------------------~---------
FREE I 20, 52, 0 I FREE FREE

------------------------------------------------------------------------
3, 216, 2 I FREE I 66, 16, 0 I FREE

------------------------------------------------------------------------
40, 20, 2 I 1, 84, 2 I FREE FREE

------------------------------------------------------------------------
2, 256. 2 I FREE I FREE FREE

------------------------------------------------------------------------
FREE FREE I

[xxx, yyy, zzz I=> Container

xxx = number of blocks in use
within container

yyy =size of blocks whitin
container

zzz = index in Vx_Freelist. If 0
then full container. (xxx *
yyy = containersize)
If 2 then not completely
full. For every size there
probably is a container with
2. Containers with
numbers >2 are not
desirable.

UNUSED SPACE

UNUSED SPACE

UNUSED SPACE

UNUSED SPACE

UNUSED SPACE

UNUSED SPACE

UNUSED SPACE

llNVSED SPACE

llNVSED SPACE

2, 2600, 2 I
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

3. 4096, 2 I 1. 33804, 0 I 4, 8192. 0 I 13. 2600, 0 I
- --- - - n - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - ------- --- - -_ - __ - - - - __ n - - - --- - - - _n - n -- -- ---t '

L.jEndaddress
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